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Meeting on
vehicle titles
slated Friday

'Cattle rustling'
reported in county
Cattle rustling, a crime more prevalent in the Old West or late
nights on "Rawhide" reruns,reportedly has turned up in modern day
Calloway Gounty.
The rustling began Friday night after a truck accident on Kentucky 94 East near construction of the new two-lane portion into Murray. The truck, based out of a Hopkinsville company, was hauling
100-head of cattle when it overturned. There were reportedly 24 head
that were killed or badly injtuied. The rest started walking north
down to the corn and soybean fields in the river bottom.
Owner of the trucking company, Ronnie Regert, hired 3-J Cow Catching Co. out of Hopkinsville to round up the remaining head of cattle.
However, other persons toting high-powered rifles and driving
three-wheelers or four-wheel drives reportedly have been rustling
the cattle — shooting them or slitting their throats and gutting them
before dragging them away.
"If someone would have told me this would happen on this job, I
wouldn't have taken it for any amount of money," said a spokesman
for 3-J, who asked to remain unidentified. "Now I'm under contract
and I want to finish the job. But the last couple of days we've been
afraid to leave the barn."
The spokesman said one bullet landed within 30 yards of a 3-J man
while trying to round up a calf.
"This is the darnest thing I've ever seen," he added."And we work
20 to 30 of these major wrecks(involving close to 100 head of cattle) a
year and no telling how many little ones."
The 3-J spokesman said the rustlers work mainly at night, using
floodlights to track the cattle before shooting them and taking them
away.
"What this amounts to is stealing," he added.
County Attorney Max Parker agreed. Parker said according to
law, a landowner can put up a calf on his land, feed it and be reimbursed for his costs. Without knowing specific incidents, anyone involved in cattle rustling could be charged with trespassing or cruelty
to animals, Parker added.
The 3-J spokesman said he knew an approximate figure for the
number of cattle his company has caught and the number that have
been rustled but would not comment because "if those ya-hoos knew
how many were still out there, they'd work that much harder."
He added they track cattle on foot and on horseback and with dogs.
"Cattle water every three to four hours. So we look for water and
follow the tracks. They also like shade and areas overgrown with
brush. If they're in there, the dogs chase them out. Then we tie them
(the cattle) their feet together, leave them in the shade with water
and come back with the truck to get them. We've even had three or
four taken after we caught them. And you can tell(by dried blood in
the area), they were shot or had their throats cut before they were
taken away."
The spokesman said one man was seen allegedly attempting to gut
a calf in a field. He was turned over to Calloway County Sheriff's Office.
Sheriff David Balentine said the insurance company of the cattle
owner has been contacted and his office is waiting for word whether

Local concern
expressed on
economic effects
A meeting concerning the Kentucky vehicle title law and its
possible effects on Calloway County will be held at 2 p.m. Friday in
the Commerce Centre.
The title law, to take affect next
Tuesday, delays the process in
which dealers buy and sell
vehicles and slows their volume of
business. It is to begin with all 1964
models.
"This (title law) has a tremendously adverse economic affect on
Calloway County," Steve Zea,
newly-elected executive vice
president of the Murray-Calloway
County Chamber of Commerce,
said. "We are concerned with its
negative aspects — it will put
many people out of work, particularly the small dealer.
"It has been said Kentucky is a
dumping ground for stolen cars
and titles will help. We're not opposed to that. We're opposed to the

CROPS DAMAGED-Several crops, including these rows of corn,
have been damaged during reported cattle rustling in the river bottom off Kentucky 94 East by the road construction. Farmers have
been urged to corral any stray cattle and authorities said they will be
reimbursed for all damages.
or not to prosecute. He added that has been the only complaint concerning this matter that has been filed in the sheriff's office.
Balentine said that no one is twithoot the cattle. He asked if landowners see cattle on their property,"pin them up and the insurance
company will reimburse them for any damages."

U.S. Rep. McDonald among passengers

Soviets shoot down South Korean jet
By The Associated Press
A Soviet jet fighter shot down a
South Korean jumbo jet carrying
269 people after tracking it for
more than 21,2 hours when it
strayed over the Soviet island of
Sakhalin, Secretary of State
George P. Shultz said today.
Among those aboard was a U.S.
congressman and a search was
under way for any survivors in the

frigid waters off Sakhalin.
Japanese and South Korean officials also believed the plane was
shot down in the area.
Shultz told a Washington news
conference the unarmed civilian
plane was downed with femissile,
that "there was no excuse whatsoever for this appalling act," and
that the U.S. government reacted
"with revulsion."

He said there was no evidence
the Soviets had warned the plane,
although he said the Soviet pilot
was "close enough fora visual inspection." He said as many as
eight Soviet jets were involved.
Shultz said the U.S. government
called in the Soviet charge d'affaires in Washington and expressed "grave concern" and demanded an explanation.

Schultz demands explanation
WASHINGTON(AP)-President
Reagan today ordered Secretary
of State George P. Shultz to demand "an immediate and full account" from the Soviet Union for
its downing of an unarmed South
Korean jumbo jet carrying 269
people, including a Georgia cobgressman.

Presidential spokesman Larry
Speakes, briefing reporters on the
West Coast, where Reagan is
vacationing, said, "There are no
circumstances that can justify the
unprecedenrted attack on an
unarmed civilian aircraft."
Speakes said Reagan has "no

plans to return to Washington"
before Labor Day.
Earlier Shultz told reporters at
the State Department, "We can
see no excuse whatsoever for this
appalling act." He added,"I can't
imagine any political motivation
for the shooting down of an
unarmed airliner."

Hubbard lands safely in Korea;
concerned about others' safe
From Staff, AP Reports
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard arrived safely in South Korea today
but was concerned for the safety
of another congressman who also
was a member of a special U.S.
delegation sent to Korea to commemorate a defense treaty, an
aide said.
The congressman, Rep. Larry
McDonald, D-Georgia, was a
passenger on a second flight that
did not arrive in Seoul, South
Korea, as scheduled. This morning the South Korean and
Japanese governments said the
plane had been shot down,
presumably by Soviet fighters.
Margaret Livingston, Hubbard's press secretary, said Hubbard flew to Korea aboard Korean
Air Lines Flight 15. He boarded
the airliner at Los Angeles.
"He called us about 9:30 a.m.
eastern time to tells us once again
iian, he was safe," Ms. Livingston
said in a telephone interview from
-her Washington, D.C., office. "He
had called us about 6:30 last
night."
"He is very 'concerned about
Larry McDonald,"she said.
Leading the congressional

Visit in Murray
caused Hubbard
to miss flight
delegation is Sen. Jesse Helms, RN.C., who took the flight with Hubbard, D-Ky., and Sen. Steven
Symms,R-Idaho.
"The plane that Sen. Symms
and Sen. Helms and I were on was
about 10 minutes behind that particular plane and could have been
shot down," Hubbard said in a
telephone interview from Seoul
with Cable News Network today.
Passengers from both flights
mingled in the Anchorage airport
lobby gift shop while both planes
refueled, he said.
Ms. Livings* added, "They
were all in the lounge there, congressman Hubbard said, except
Larry McDonald did not get off.
Mr. Hubbard said he (McDonald)
was asleep on his plane."
Hubbard, in the television interview, called the incident "a very,
ve:rt-serlous matter. I asumne the
Russians will try to argue tht the

plane was over Russian air space.
But that's a very serious act on
their part for commercial
airliners going from Anchorage,
Alaska to Seoul, Korea.
The trip is sponsored by the U.S.
Institute of American Relations
and the Asiatic Research Center
of Korea, according to James
Kanouse,an aide to Hubbard.
Ms. Livingston said Hubbard
originally had been scheduled to
fly on KAL Flight 007, the missing
plane.
He served as moderator Tuesday at the Tennessee Valley
Authority symposium at Murray
State University and had planned
to board Flight 007 at New York,
she said. But he could not get a
connecting flight and flew from
Nashville to St. Louis and then to
Los Angeles.
Hubbard, she said, prothised to
call the office later. His aides in
the meantime planned to monitor
news reports for developments
about the international affair.
"We don't know if he's being
briefed. We assume he'll meet
with Korean officials," she said.
"As far as we know he's safe in his
hotel room in Seoul."

There was no immediate reaction from the Soviet Union, which
earlier denied an erroneous
Korean Air Lines announcement
that the plane had landed on
Sakhalin. KAL did not say why it
made such an announcement, but
informed sources in Seoul said apparently it was based on
premature information that proved false and a desire to comfort
relatives gathered at the Seoul
airport.
Japan said today that it appeared "likely" the Soviets downed the airliner.
"If this (attack) is true, it
should be regarded as very regrettable indeed," Foreign Minister
Shintaro Abe told 'a Tokyo news
conference. Japanese radar in(Continued on Page 2)

sunny, warm
Today sunny and warm. High
in the upper 80s with light northeast winds. Tonight clear.
Low in the mid to upper 60s
with calm winds. Friday mostly sunny and a little warmer.
High around 90 with light east
winds.
Outlook for, Labor Day
weekend: Hot with little or no
rain. Highs in the 90s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
356.8
Kentucky Lake
356.7
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red tape and delays it will cause
the dealers."
A group of citizens representing
Calloway County will be selected
at Friday's meeting to present
facts and figures of the law's
adverse affects in Frankfort Tuesday at a public hearing concerning the title law.
Currently, Larry Ray, local used car dealer and president of the
West Kentucky Dealers Association, has filed an injunction on
behalf of the association to halt
the law. A spokesman said wording of the new law states all
vehicles will be required to have
titles.
Marvin Harris, local county
clerk and president of the Kentucky County Clerks Association,
said he has asked for a week's
delay in implementing the law.
Harris said clerks have received
"practice screens" for the law to
use, which have either failed to
work or print out wrong information. "I've had lots of calls from
clerks saying they're not ready for
this," Harris added.
All persons interested in the title
law are urged to attend the
meeting.

Challenger astronauts
test shuttle's robot arm
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— Challenger's astronauts flexed
the shuttle's robot arm in a successful weight-lifting test today
after being wakened early to
restore communications
disrupted for three hours by a
ground computer problem.
Officials emphasized the crew
could have been roused at any
time to end the blackout, during
which Mission Control received no
signals of any kind from the ship.
Challenger was "in perfect
shape," they said, and no one was
worried. The computer problem
was fixed early today.
The arm test demonstrated that
the mechanical device has the
muscle to hoist massive satellites
and the beams and girders to build
future space stations.
"It works like a champ," mission specialist Dale Gardner
reported as he guided the arm to
grapple a 7,460-pound package
berthed in the cargo bay.
Challenger and its five-man crew
were humming along smoothly 184
miles above the globe.
Said Mission Control:
"Challenger has demonstrated it
can bench-press ... without benefit
of steroids."

After capturing the target,
Gardner, working by remote control from a post at the rear of
Challenger's cockpit, unlimbered
the 50-foot robot's metallic
muscles and gingerly lifted the
package, moving it around the
cavernous bay, careful not to hit
other instruments there.
-It came out of the guides nicely," he said."No problems at all."
The dumbbell-shaped package,
20 feet long and 15 feet wide, has
twice the mass of any payload yet
lifted by the arm. Purpose is to
determine how an object with
heavy weight and mass affect the
arm and the spaceship.
The results will be of immediate
interest to the 13th shuttle flight
next April, when the bionic arm is
to drop off a 20,000-pound scientific satellite.
Although an object has no
weight in space, it does have
mass, and that is a direct a function of its weight on Earth. Even
in the complete absence of gravity, moving an object requires
overcoming mass and inertia. The
greater the mass, the greater the
force required.
Gardner, assisted by mission
specialist Guion Bluford, blocked
out seven hours today and five
hours Friday for the important exercise.

Party meets tonight to name
prime minister's successor
TEL AVIV,Israel(AP)— Party
colleagues of resigning Prime
Minister Menachem Begin meet
tonight to elect a new leader, but
the winner of the closely contested
two-man race is not expected to
veer from Begin's policies.
The 930-member central committee of the governing Herut
Party will cast secret ballots in
choosing between Foreign
Minister Yitzhak Shamir and
Deputy Prime Minister David
Levy. The nev4 leader would then
be in position to succeed Begin as
prime minister, if Herut can
maintain its coalition in Parliament.
Defense Minister Moshe Arens
said that no matter who won the
ballot, "we will continue the
policies that have been followed
under Mr. Begin."
A key to the outcome was
whether Begin, 70, would endorse
either candidate. In the past, he
has preferred Shamir,611, who was
a comrade of Begin's in the
underground fight for a Jewish
state.
The leadership race was set in
nxition Tuesday when Begin laid
be was resigning the post be Ms

held since 1977. He announced his
decision to his Cabinet on Sunday,
but gave his backers time to try to
talk him out of his decision.
Begin has delayed sumbitting
his resignation to President
Chaim Herzog, apparently to give
his party time pick a successor,
although Arens said Begin did not
indicate how long he would
postpone the move. Begin and his
Cabinet remain as a caretaker
government until the new Herut
leader — or Labor Leader Shimon
Peres — puts together a coalition.
Under the law, when Begin submits his resignation, Herzog must
ask the parliamentary faction
considered most likely to muster a
majority to form a governing
coalition. His resignation also
means the entire Cabinet is considered to have resigned.
Shamir, 68, immigrated to
Israel from Poland when he was
20 and fought in Begins's Irgun
Zvai Letuni underground. He later
broke away and led an extremist
movement called "Freedom
Fighters of Israel" which fought
the ' British in the 1940s,
assassinifing dipiothati and bombing British and Arab targets.
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South Korean jet...
(Continued from Page 1)
dicated the Korean Air Lines jumbo was pursued and shot down at
an altitude of about six miles by
three MiG-23s about 3:30 a.m. —
2:30 p.m. EDT Wednesday — and
plummeted into the Japan Sea.
The seas in he area were
reported calm, but the
temperature was about 50
degrees. According to survival
manuals, a person can last in such
waters for about 50 minutes. Up to
3-2 hours there is a 50-50 chance of
survival, and after 3/
1
2 hours death
is 99 percent certain.
South Korean officials said U.S.
and Japanese search planes were
scouting the area, and Japanese

NEW FOOD PROGRAM — A committee of parents, teachers and food service personnel met recently to
make plans for the new food service program at Murray Elementary School this year. Both Robertson and
Carter have implemented the "offer vs. serve" program which allows students to choose the number of food
items they will have for lunch. Those on the committee included (from left) Luke Knight, parent representative; Carolyn Colson, teacher representative; Codell Williams, kitchen manager; and Glinda Jeffrey,food
service director. Other committee persons were Cindy Deavers,PTO president, and Lenore Ligon,teacher.

Milk-marketing law
request turned down
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP ) — The
Kentucky Court of Appeals has
denied an emergency request to
reinstate the state's milkmarketing law.
The law, which prohibits
grocers from selling milk below
cost, was held unconstitutional
two weeks ago in Fayette Circuit
Court after a suit was filed by the
Kroger Co.
The state Milk-Marketing and
Antimonopoly on Wednesday asked the Court of Appeals to restore
the law and keep it on the books
until the commission's appeal of
the ruling was exhausted.
The ex parte motion, which is
made without notice to the other
side, in this case the Kroger Co.,
asking for an immediate stay of
the order overturning the law was
turned down by John P. Hayes,

chief judge of the Court of Appeals.
John B. Baughman, an attorney
for the milk-marketing commission, said Wednesday he will filed
a regular motion to keep the milk
law in force until the constitutional issue is settled.
He said that will require a hearing, meaning that the milk law
will be off the books at least a few
more days. The Kroger Co. is asking the case be sent directly to the
Kentucky Supreme Court.
Baughman said the commission
requested an immediate order in
an attempt to avert milk-price
-wars" and because the commission has been left without the ability to support itself through fees
from milk processors and
distributors.

More charges placed
against woman

Red Cross board
looking for director

Two acres of beans
burn in field fire
Approximately two acres of soybeans on Hill Road off Van Cleave
Road east of Murray were
destroyed Wednesday afternoon
by fire of unknown origin.
The soybeans were owned by
James Kilgrove. Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad responded
with five men and three trucks.
The squad received the call at 3:07
p.m. and arrived at 3:26.
No injuries were reported.

The Board of Directors of the
Calloway County chapter of
American Red Cross will set up a
meeting next week to discuss procedures in naming a new executive director.
Lucy Wright, who has held that
position for the past three years,
submitted her resignation, effective Sept. 23, to the board.

An investigation has led to additional charges being placed
against Mary Elizabeth Morgan,
22, Royal Oak, Mich., a Calloway
County Sheriff's spokesman said.
Morgan, who already was lodged in Calloway County Jail, has
been charged with possession of
Schedule H narcotics, possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia.
Bond for new charges was set at
$5,000.

defense radar indicated a large
number of Soviet aircraft appeared to be flying over the zone,
possibly searching for survivors.
Among the passengers was Rep.
Lawrence P. McDonald,1)-Ga.
Lawrence's aide, Tommy Toles,
told reporters by telephone from
Rome, Ga., that South Korean intelligence officers also said three
Soviet fighters took part in the attack.
The Japanese newspaper
Sankei Shimbun said Japan's
Defense Agency picked up air-toground communication from
Soviet planes over Sakhalin say-

lag "open fire" and "shot down."
South Korean newspapers said it
was believed the Soviet MiGs
downed the jumbo with air-to-air
missiles.
In Seoul, South Korean Information Minister Lee Jin-Hue said it
was "almost certain" the jet was
"attacked by a third country"
near the Soviet coast.
Lee said efforts to confirm an
attack were continuing, but if
"proved a fact, it would constitute
a grave violation of international
law and an inhumanitarian act."
Soviet Ambassador Vladimir
Pavlov was summoned to the
Japanese Foreign Ministry and
asked to expedite all information
the Soviet Union has on the plane,
the spokesman said.
Japan's Air Defense Force said
a radar analysis showed a "strong
possibility" that the jetliner had
crashed in the Japan Sea south of
Sakhalin, a Soviet island east of
the northern Japanese coast that
is a major outpost of the Soviet
defense network.
Japan said the radar analysis
showed that what could have been
three Soviet jet fighters scrambled from Sakhalin at about the
same time the jumbo jet was
thought to have been flying over
the area Wednesday.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT-INVESTMENTS

Stock market
Prices furnished
Michigan.

by

First of

Industrial Average

Correction

-1.93

Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F.
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

Because of inaccurate information, it was incorrectly reported
Wednesday that $2,000 was taken
from classroom filing cabinets at
North Calloway Elementary during a recent break-in. There was
$1,600 taken from the school safe
and damages to the safe and
building amounted to $3,800.
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SPECIAL
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Columnist talks
about candidates
New York Times columnist Tom Wicker has
never been mistaken for a Reaganite. So, when Mr.
Wicker argues in print that leading Democrats
have proposed no realistic alternatives to the President's policies in Central America, the point
deserves an especially attentive hearing.
In support of his view, Mr. Wicker quoted a
rambling, bullet-gumming homily on Central
America by Sen. John Glenn, and then noted that
former Vice President Walter Mondale had also
failed to state a -believable" policy of his own.
Quite so.
Sen. Glenn, in quest of the "ultra-moderate"
label, recommends that Mr. Reagan — a seek support from the American people, b) define the vital
interests at stake in Central America, and c)
"define a better balance between our talk and our
show of force." That sure sounds like the right stuff,
Mr. Glenn, but what does it mean.?
Is the ex-astronaut from Ohio in favor of more or
less aid to, say, El Salvador? Would he push the
Salvadorans into a coalition government with
communist-led guerrillas? Would he continue slipping guns to anti-communist insurgents in
Nicaragua, or cut them off without a bullet? The
senator from Ohio leaves us all guessing.
So does Walter Mondale. He accused the administration of "widening, Americanizing, and
militarizing(? )" the war in El Salvador. Does that
sound like a Mondale administration would adopt a
"Salvadorization" policy and withdraw? Apparently not, as Mr. Mondale is also in favor of increasing
aid to El Salvador, but tying it more closely to
"social reform" and "efforts at serious negotiations."
Maybe what Mr. Mondale really wants is a "demilitarized" war, with Salvadoran government
troops firing social reform at guerrillas armed with
real guns by Cuba and Nicaragua. That should set
the stage quite nicely for "serious negotiations."
Sen. Gary Hart, the Colorado Democrat,favors a
Ted Kennedy bill that would tie the President's
hands and discourage any more military aid to
friendly governments in Central America. That
done, Sen. "fart foresees "a more constructive
diplomatic, economic, and political solution to the
conflicts...in a way that would fashion a long-term
policy that would be constructive, that would align
us with the best democratic nations in the region."
Huh?
California's own Alan Cranston evidently sees
another Vietnam under every rock in Central
America. Returning last week from a quickie tour
of Latin nations, Sen. Cranston pronounced the
Reagan administration on the wrong side of "social
change," called for a withdrawal of the U.S. Navy
from Central American waters, and urged negotiations with Cuba.
Even Fritz Mondale might recognize that as a formula for a Vietnam-style defeat, without the war of
course.
Clearly, Tom Wicker was right. The Democrats
have failed on not only to agree on a Central
America strategy, but most seem unable even to articulate their own.
Maybe President Reagan's approach —
strengthen our allies, promote elections rather than
socialist-style "reforms," send the Navy to show
resolve, and keep the door open for diplomacy — is
less than perfect. Maybe a bit of fine tuning, a touch
more of this and a pinch less of that, would yield
better results sooner.
But Mr. Reagan does have a strategy. It addresses all facets of the crisis in Central America —
economic, political, military, and diplomatic. What
is more,it is getting results.
The Salvadoran army, fighting in support of an
elected government, is doing better against the
guerrillas. Guatemala is closer to elections, and is
winning its war against Cuban-backed insurgents.
Honduras and Costa Rica have elected governments friendly to the United States. And Fidel
Castro and Nicaragua's Marxist dictatorship are
sufficiently impressed by all this to try moving
their "revolution without borders" from the
battlefield to the negotiating table.
„Even if critical Democrats could agree on what
they would do differently, the onus would still be on
them to show plausibly how their policies would
achieve more.
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Men teachers at MSU in hot, dry summer
of 1930 required to teach in coats and ties
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• • •
The school's summer term that
year was 12 weeks long, and Dr.
Wolfson was teaching chemistry and
biology in a basement classroom in
the Administration Building, now the
Wrather Museum.
With small, high-up windows and,
of course, no air conditioning, he and
his students almost melted in there
trying to teach and learn. To make
conditions even more unbearable,
Dr. Wolfson was required, as were all
the men on the faculty by edict from
the office of the president, Dr. Wells,
to wear a coat and tie at all times
when before the students.
'There was only one electric fan
that I knew of on the campus and it
was upstairs in Dr. Wells' office," he
said. "He would be up there prancing
around in front of it in his shirt
sleeves while the rest of us sweltered
in those coats and ties. It was crazy
having to teach under conditions like
that just because he had the idea that
we should."
There were between 500 and 600
students at the school in 1930, he
recalls, and he and Dr. Gordon Pennebaker, who later moved on to teach
and retire at Tennessee Tech University at Cookeville, were the only
biology teachers.

I was visiting with Dr. Alfred
Wolfson the other day. He is the 84year-old, retired chairman of the
Department of Biological Sciences at

Murray State University when is was
simply the Biology Department.
Dr. Wolfson lives across North 14th
Street from Racer Arena amid a
forest of cherished plants, shurbs and
trees he has put out and nurtured
over the years. In one corner of his
yard is a massive oak tree under
which it is said that Dr. Rainey T.
Wells, the founder of the university,
played as a boy.
"He often said he was going to put
a plaque on it," Dr. Wolfson chuckled, taking a puff on his ever-present
pipe,"but he never did."
Naturally, with all those shrubs
and plants around we got to talking
about the weather of late and how hot
and dry this summer has been. It has
been a battle for him to keep some of
his most prized plants alive. He
waters them almost daily.
• • •
Dr. Wolfson also remembers the
summer of 1930 as being as hot and
dry, if not worse, than the one we
have experienced this year. That was
the year that he came toyurray
_State to teach, leaving a jorwith the
United Fruit Company in Boston.
In addition to being a hot, dry summer, 1930 also had one of the coldest
winters that he could recall,'noting _
that in January and early February
of that year, the temperature dropped as low as 19 degrees below zero.
At the time, he was living at what is
now 1003 Poplar Street and occupied
today by Mrs. Elsie Kivett, a sister of
Mary Moore Windsor (Mrs. James)
Lassiter. Their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. V.E. Windsor, bought the place
in 1949.
When he andtis family lived there
in 1930, though, Dr. Wolfson recalls
there was only one fireplace in the
house — in the living room. "We
almost froze to death in that 19-below
temperature," he said, "and we
almost burned up later that summer
when it got so hot and dry."

• • •
All students were required to take
at least 12 hours of science in those
days and the biology classes were
jammed full each semester. "For
some reason," he laughed, "they
thought biology was easier than
chemistry or physics."
The two of them, who often had as
many as 160 in a class and had to lecture them in the "little chapel"
upstairs in order to accommodate
them,later got some teaching help.
"A little woman whose name
escapes me but who wax an English
major was hired to teach biology,"
he said, "and Inter Carrie -Allison,
who was a physical education
teacher, was assigned to teach
biology even though she knew very

little about it."

Miss Allison, as I remember her,
passed away a few years ago. She
was the wife of Sieburn White, who
lives today on Goodman Avenue.
We had microscopes and lab
places for 24 students in a class," Dr.
Wolfson went on, "but Mrs. (Cleo

Gillis) Hester always would put six
or eight more in there because they
'just had to have that class' and it
made for some rather trying
teaching conditions." Mrs. Hester
was the registrar for many years
before retiring and moving to Lexington, where she lives today.
• • •
Dr. Wolfson well remembers the
time Dr. John Wesley Carr, the
school's first president and at the
time the dean, hired Dr. Liza Spann,
who went on to become legendary in
the biology department for helping so
many young men and women get into
medical and dental schools before
her retirement and death a few years
ago.
"He told me to get in the car with
him for a ride out into the country,"
he said. "Dr.Spann had just received
her doctorate at the University of
Kansas, but her home place was out
on what is now North 16th Street Extended, a few miles out of town.
-We found the place all right, but
all Dr. Carr wanted was to see where
she lived. He didn't stop. A short time
later, he hired her.
"Although I was the department
chairman," he went on,"I never had
any say about who was hired to teach
in it. Dr. Wells and Dr. Carr did all
that, going around and finding people
whereever they could and whom they
liked."
• • •
Everybody attended chapel in the
auditorium of the Administration
Building every morning, and Dr.
Wolfsafi rikalla it being so hot in
there the summer of 1930 that their
-shirts Would Slick to the baas of the
seats.
-And Dr. Wells would get up on
stage and say, 'It never gets very hot
.=19133
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business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — Sometimes
things aren't at all what they seem,
no matter how uncritically they are
accepted or how often they are
repeated.
There is nothing new in that observation, as can be attested to by
almost any middle-aged person who
was taught in a brief brush with high
school economics that stocks fluctuate but bonds do not.
Any lingering faith in that overly
simplistic view of the financial'
markets was, of course, dispelled in

by john cunniff
the past decade, perhaps with a
financial shock.
Fed up with the almost constant
complaints that electric rates in its
New York City market had risen and
were rising at a faster clip than
prices in general, Consolidated
Edison this year sent a little
reminder to users.
Not so, it said. While it conceded
that electric bills had risen 391 percent since 1953, it reminded
customers that the maximum
amount deducted from their

letter to the editor
Director thanks newspaper
To The Editor V
I wanted to write a note of personal
thanks for the marvelous coverage
that the Murray Ledger II Times has
afforded our theatre and indeed, all
of the arts services in our community.
Without question I can say that
your concientious coverage of our activities is one of the primary reasons
that Murray-Calloway County hem em
producing theatre in its midst. The

Copley News 1;erstce

concern that your,paper has shown
for the educational and cultural
enrichment of our area has become
the concern of our public.
On behalf of the Board of Directors
and myself, please extend our heartiest thanks to the staff and ownership of the LedgerI Times.
Sincerely,
C. Hal Park,
Executive Director

paychecks for Social Security had exploded by 4,329 percent.
When you can find percentages
such as that a mere 391 percent
seems small. Con Ed found many big
ones, like the New York State budget,
up 2,858 percent: the New York City
budget, up 1,023, and heating oil, up
787 percent.
At William M. Mercer Inc., the big
employee benefits consulting firm,
they are seeking to put into perspective a percentage that is as important
to them as that 391 percent figure is
for Con Ed.
Why, they ask, are there reports
that employee benefits make up 30
percent to 50 percent of payrolls?
They claim the true figure isn't
anything like that.
"The selective use of statistics as a
smokescreen to hide the real truth
has become an art form," says the
compiany's Barnet Berth.
Contrary to the conventional
wisdom, Berth states, employee
benefits as a percentage of wages
and salaries average 9 percent to 12
percent, "exclusive of legallyrequired payments and taxable
benefits."

„iv

in Murray!" he laughed. The heck
it doesn't."
Among his sweltering students that
long, hot summer of 1930 were Max
Shackleford and Loren Putnam. Max
went on to earn a doctor's degree and
international recognition as a furbearing animal nutritionist,
specializing in mink, at the University of Wisconsin.
Putnam, son of the late Leslie Putnam, who for years taught music at
Murray State, became an ornithologist, or an expert on birds. He
is now the retired director of Stone
Laboratory at Ohio State University
in Columbus.
"Several of them went on to
become prominent doctors and dentists," he went on. "A lot of them
started out to be doctors but in those
times they were so poor they couldn't
afford to go on to medical school and
had return to something else."
. • •
Dr. Wolfson taught at least 24 hours
a week in those days and sometimes
as much as 30. He was paid $3,200 for
a 12-month contract that first year,
and shortly afterwards, when the
state passed a tax of some sort, he
was raised to $3,700.
Then, in 1932, the Depression hit
and, coupled with an overexpenditure of some $100,000 of the
school's budget, forced a one-third
cut in the teachers' salaries, leaving
Dr. Wolfson at $2,500.
Next, they went 10 months without
getting any pay at all. Later, they
received about 90 percent of their
back salaries.
It was a rough time in Murray
State's history, but the faculty was
like a family. There were so few of
them, they could assemble in a small
room for a meeting with Dr. Wells.
"It was rough, but we survived," he
said.

looking back
Ten years ago
Today's edition of The Ledger./
Times marks the first edition'
published under the ownership of
Murray Newspapers, Inc. Walter L.
Apperson has assumed the duties of
president and publisher of the newly
established firm.
A special section on "Welome to
Murray Dr. Constantine Curris and
Congratulations to Murray State
University on Opening of Roy
Stewart Stadium for Sept. 15" is included in today's publication.
John Dale has assumed the duties
of minister of the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ succeeding Roy
Beasley, Jr., who left in June for his
new work in Indiana.
Mr. and Mrs. Teddy Potts have
been recognized as Outstanding
Young Dairy Couple for 1973 by
Paducah Division of Dairymen, Inc.,
at a meeting at Kenbar Inn, Gilbertsville.
The Murray High School Tigers
opened the football season wih a tie
with the Reidland Greyhounds.
Twenty years ago
Members of the Appeals Board for
Unsafe Housing Code of Murray are
Joe Pat James, Hoyt Roberts, Humphrey Key, Henry Fulton, Edwin
Cain and Dr. Conrad Jones.
Jay Paul Lockhart will assume the
duties of minister of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Patrick Estes.
The Murray High School Tigers
beat the Trigg County Wildcats by
the score of 32 to 7 in their opening
football game of the season.
Charles Oldham is serving as circulation manager of The Ledger I
Times.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Zane E. Cunningham, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham, Rt.
1, is serving with the United States
Army at Fort Lee, Va.
"Dr. H.C. Chiles preached the
other night on the subject, 'Why
Worry.' He gave the cause and the
cure," from the column, "Seen I
Heard Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.
Nancy Crisp, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dwight D. Crisp of Binghampton, N.Y.. and Gene Hendon, son of
M.and Mrs. Carnie Hendon of Murray, were married 'Aug. 18 at the
home of the bride's parents.
Recent births reported at the Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Kirksey, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Melvin Lane, a girl to Mr,
and Mrs. Hubert Tucker, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Etmo Boggets, a girl to
Leon and Mary Cathy, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. O.R. Strandburg„ a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. H. G. Adams and a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Voris Howard.
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Father gets special birthday surprise greeting
b1RMINGHAM, Ala.
AP)- The father of actress Kate Jackson got a
,irprise in his morning
newspaper - a message
from the former
"Charlie's Angel" and
her husband, David
Greenwald.
As usual, Howard
Jackson Jr. arose early
Wednesday to put out the
dogs and bring in the
newspaper. As he thumbed through The Birmingham Post-Herald, he
found a full-page ad on
the back of the first section.
It read: "Happy Birth-

day, Daddy. Love Katie
and David." It was
Jackson's 70th birthday
Wednesday.
"That's something. It's
something, isn't it?"
Jackson said after seeing

the ad. "I can't get over
it."
Glancing at his wife, he
said, "Mother said she
knew it was going to happen. But I didn't have any
idea."
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Catholic class planned
An Inquiry Class at St. Leo's Catholic Church will
start Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m. at the church. Fr.
Louis F. Piskula will lecture on the Catholic faith
and answer questions at the Tuesday evening class
to continue to the Easter season in the spring. There
is no cost and no obligation by attending, the
minister said.

The Kathleen Jones Group of First Baptist
Church Women has changed its September meeting
to Thursday, Sept. 8, at 5:30 p.m. for a dinner at
Seven Seas Restaurant.
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The second annual Christmas by the Lake, sponsored by Creaative Gallery II, will be held at Paris
Landing State Park, Buchanan, Tenn., on Saturday
and Sunday, Dec. 3 and 4. The two day festival will
include cash prizes, musical entertainment, a
juried show of quality crafts and fine art, and the
annual buffalo dinners served by Paris Landing
Inn. Artists and craftsmen interested in participating may contact Tonye Petway, Rt. 2, Box 33,
Buchanan,Tenn. 38222 or call 1-901-232-8602.
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The First Baptist Church will have a churchwide
picnic on Monday, Sept. 5, Labor Day, at Jonathan
Creek Baptist Assembly. A potluck dinner will be
served about noon.

Bring In Ad For 19% Discount
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Church plans picnic

Sales, Service & Parts
You Can Get A Like
New Rebuilt Vacuum
Cleaner For 1/3 to
1/2 The Price Of New

Children s Fesh,ons

7he Step Qeadder

A 5000-meter (3 mile) "Run Through the Park"
will be Saturday, Sept. 3, at 9 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park. This is sponsored by the
Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha (ESA)
and all proceeds benefit St. Jude's Children's
Research Hospital in Memphis. For information
contact Jean Fleming 753-02224 or KAthie Fleming
759-1288.

Murray Vacuum Center
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Run planned Saturday

Why Pay Ridiculous
Prices For A New
Vacuum Cleaner When
at

-

Summer & Winter Clothing
Jeans, Jewelry &,
Baby Accessories
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A work team from the Kirksey Baptist Church is
making plans to assist the French City Baptist
Church in Gallipolis, Ohio, (Scioto Valley Association) in finishing their building. They will leave Friday, Sept. 2, and work over the Labor Day holiday
weekend. Anyone interested in going may contact
Phillip Bazzell, Rt. 1, Kirksey, phone 489-2627.

The family of the late Oscar and Biddie Adams
will have a reunion on Sunday, Sept. 4, at the
Kenlake State Park at Aurora. A potluck dinner will
be served about noon and all relatives and friends
are invited.
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Sale Starts Friday 9:00 A.M.
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Work team to go to Ohio

Adams reunion Sunday
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Quitting Business

'Non-Winner Barrel
Race, $100, four places,
$40, $30, $20 and $10,
Rider must be entered in
Classes 8 or 9 and winners
in Classes 8, 9 and 11 not
eligible, fee $7;
•I Barrel Speed, $250,
five places, $110, $90, $60,
$50 and $40,fee $12.50.
For more information
persons may call 4928572, 436-5898 or 492-8607.

The Unit of the Murray Hairdressers will meet
Tuesday, Sept. 6, at 7 p.m. at Leta's Beauty Salon.
The group will discuss the state convention and activities for the observance of National Beauty Salon
Week in October,a spokesman said.
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(Run both ways) five
places, $75, $65, $50, $35
and $25,fee $9;
*Ladies Barrels, $125,
four places, $50, $37.50,
$25 and $12.50, fee $7;
*Open Poles, $250, five
places, $75, $65, $50, $35
and $25,fee,$9;
'mt. Poles, $50, four
places, $20, $15, $10 and
$5, 18 years and under,
fee $5;

Hairdressers will meet

Group changes meeting

ys :
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Top Of The $699
Line
•14 Day 9 Program Timer
•Infra-Red Remote
*105 Channel Cable-Ready
*Slow Motion Frame-To-Frame Advance
*Fast Foward Search Capabilities
You Must See This Machine
To Believe Its Capabilities

a
Horse, $50, four places,
Tack Optional, $20, $15,
$10 and $5,fee $5;
*Super Barrel Race
Open, $1,200, seven
places, $350, $275, $175,
$140, $115, $85 and $60, fee
$25;
'mt. Barrels, Rider, 18
years and under, $100,
four places, $40, $30, $20
and $10,fee $7;
*Open Flag Race, $250,

DATEBOOK

Will Convert
I
:
9Includes
: Any Manual
Free :
.
- TV Into
, „
Movie
.
\
. A Remote *
Club :
Sales & Rental
: Control
Membership :
'"
1
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'Open Western
Pleasure, $250, four
places, $100, $75, $50 and
$25,fee $9;
*Style Rack, $50, four
places, Tack Optional,
$20, $15,$10 and $5,fee $5;
'mt. Western Pleasure,
Rider, 18 years and
under, $100, four places,
$40, $30, $20 and $10, fee
$7;
•Pleasure Saddle

The Ilth Annual "Super
Horse Show" will be held
by the New Providence
Riding Club on Saturday,
Sept. 3.
Events will start at 4
p.m. at the riding club
located at New Providence, off Highway 121
South.
Officials said this will
be a $3,000 show with
guaranteed money. Admission will be $1 per person with children under%
free. Persons are asked
to bring lawn chairs.
Classes and entry fees
are as follows:
*Halter Open, $50, 3
places $25, $15 and $10,
fee $5;
*Ponies, 56 inches and
under, $25, Walk and
Favorite Gait, four
places $10, $7.50, $5 and
$2.50,fee $3;
*Fox Trot, $50, Walk
and Fox Trot, four
places, $20, $15, $10 and
$5,fee $5;

..
: Fisher VCR For Only :s
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Horse show to be Saturday at New Providence
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LAKELAND, Fla.
(AP) - A dark-haired,
dark-eyed Miss New
York Teen became the
first Miss Teen USA,
beating out four entrants
from the South.
Ruth Zakarian of
Amsterdam, N.Y., was
speechless as she stood in
a flood of television lights
after she won the crown
Tuesday.
"I really don't know
why I was chosen," she
said. "I've lived with
these girls for three
weeks and I've never
seen much more more
beautiful girls than
these."
Miss Zakarian, 17, said
she hadn't decided yet
what to do with the
estimated $100,000 in
prizes and money she
won.
The first runner-up in
the pageant was Miss
Virginia Teen, Tina Marrocco of McLean, Va.
Third was Miss Kentucky
Teen, Krista Keith,
fourth was Miss Georgia
Teen, Kelly Jeries, and
fifth was Miss Texas
Teen,Sheri Scholz.

I•1••
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Two classmates
married at Berea
BEREA, Ky. (AP) Two former classmates
in a Berea College program returned to the
campus recently for a
special celebration.
Last winter, Winnie
McIntyre, 62, of Indianapolis, and Kenneth
Young, 63, of Greenville,
S.C., attended a series of
classes in Berea's
Elderhostel program, a
national program for people over 60.
The retirees were back
Satiarday and were marde(in the schooris- Danforth Chapel.
Perfot?t'r 5 die
ceremony was a faculty
membg, J.R. Osborne
who had taught them in a
class on biblical archeology.
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Top ten women named in poll by magazine

Mrs. Virginia Crihfield
honored by resolution
The Executive Board of
the Murray Woman's
Club has released a
resolution in honor of
Mrs, Virginia Crihfield,
actiVie member of the
club, who died Aug. 12.
The'resolution reads as
follows:
WHEREAS Mrs.
Virginia Crihfield was a
faithful and contributing
member of the Murray
Woman's Club during her
residence in this community,and
WHEREAS She served
the Creative Arts Department of the club as its
chairman, inspiring its
members through her
zeal and her own extensive talents and skills,
and
WHEREAS She was a
devoted member of the
Executive Board of the
club, first as a department chairman and later
serving as one of the club
vice presidents and enthusiastically leading the
many contests conducted
by the club in collaboration with the Kentucky
Federation of Women's

Clubs, and
WHEREAS We, the
members of the Executive Board of the Murray Woman's Club have
lost a dear collbrker and
friend,
BE IT RESOLVED: In
memory of Mrs. Virginia
Crihfield, to make this expression of our love and
appreciation for her loyal
friendship and cooperation during the years of
our mutual service, with
copies to be spread upon
the local newspaper and
to be presented to her
family.
Executive Board of the
Murray Woman's Club
Aug. 29, 1983

NEW YORK ( AP) — the New York City Opera
First lady Nancy Beverly Sills;
Reagan,former first lady
San Francisco Mayor
Jacqueline Kennedy
Onassis and ABC-TV
news correspondent Barbara Walters have
something in common,
according to Harper's
Bazaar — a lot of pull.

oqErrs

BOOKS DONATED — The Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association has donated several new
books to the Calloway County Public Library. Pat
Phillips, left, president of the association, presents
the books to Margaret Trevathan, director of the
library. Some of the books include Soccer, Skills
and Tactics by Ken Jones,Fair or Fowl by Paul and
Lagy Harris and Every Kid Can Win by Terry
Orlich. Lee Barron, former head of Intermurals of
Murray State University, also donated two books to
the collection. Ms. Phillips announced it was a
board decision to place the books in an accessable
location so that soccer players, coaches and fans
can check them out the same as library books.

They and seven others
have been chosen by the
magazine's editors as the
country's 10 most influential women.

The editors said they
regard Mrs. Reagan as
influential because of her
strong support of the
foster grandparents program and for her role in
the battle against drug
and alcohol abuse.
Mrs. Onassis "has been
part of the public consciousness for nearly a
quarter century," the
The number of mar- magazine noted.
riages in 1980 was 59,000
Ms. Walters was
higher than the 1979 total, selected for expertise in
the report said. Provi- interviewing celebrities
sional figures compiled and asking the "very
by the agency indicate question" the public
the number of marriages wants an answer to.
increased in 1981 and 1982
The other seven, nambut had declined so far
ed in the magazine's
this year.
September issue, are:
Supreme Court Justice
Sandra Day O'Connor;
Civil rights leader Coretta Scott King;
Secretary of Transportation Elizabeth Dole;
Former opera singer
and general director of

Record number of couples go to altar in 1980
WASHINGTON (
—
A record number of
American couples went to
the altar in 1980 — their
ranks swelled by a large
contingent of people who
were remarried.
In a report released
Monday, the National
Center for Health

Statistics said 44 percent
of the 2,390,252 couples
wed in 1980 included partners who had been married before. In 1970, 31
percent of the couples
who were married included partners made return
trips to the altar, the
report said.

Two turn 40
NEW YORK (AP) —
Linda Evans and Joan
Collins may be archrivals
on the television series
"Dynasty," but on the
topic of what it's like to
turn 40 both agree there's
no need to panic.
The actresses were two
of 10 well-known women
age 40 or over interviewed by Bazaar magazine.
Michelle Lee of "Knots
Landing" said if anything
she looks "better put
together" now then when
she was younger.
"Let's face it, you don't
wake up at 40 with your
arms suddenly sagging or
a drooping fanny. Bodily
changes are going on all
the time so when you
finally hit 40, it's no big
deal," she said.

Poplar Spring
WMU meets,services held

...
ESTEE LAUDER DE-SIGNS-
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U.S. Ambassador to the
United Nations Jeane J.
Kirkpatrick.

Dianne Feinstein;
nist Gloria
SteFineemmi;

,
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Murial Wright was the
program leader at the
meeting of the WMU of
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church on Tuesday, Aug.
9.
"Medical Missions in
the Middle East and Life
Changers in The Bible"
was the subject of the
program.
The meeting was closed
with a circle of prayer
with Mrs. Wright, Louise
Short, Helen Nance,
Ruby Fannin and Shirley
Werts.
The members of the
church held services on
Tuesday, Aug. 16, for patients at Westview Nursing Home and Long Term
Care Unit of MurrayCalloway County
Hospital and for residents
at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Singers were Ruby
Fannin, Sue Campbell,
Muriel Wright, Jacky
Byerly, Lurene
McCuiston, Clayborn
McCuiston, Chris Adams,
Lori Adams,and the Rev.
Ronnie Adams, pastor,
who gave the devotions
and led the closing
prayers.

CYN LES Critters
Do something wild; slip into a Cyn Les Sweater at
Bright's These destinctive embroidery decorated
sweaters will add a special charm to your Fall.

SHIOWS
will be

OPEN
Labor Day
10:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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PALE SKI\

DRAMATIC EYES — I\TENSE MOUTH

Everything about Fall fashion is graphic—clothes shapes have strong, architectural impact, colors
are dark and rich. It's a mood that calls for faces to have more sophistication, more intensity of
color also. And Estee Lauder has designed it. Her new COLOR GRAPHICS makeup collection
emphasizes dark eyes and an intense mouth against paler skin, with a new palette of smoky eye
shadows, definite lipsticks and procela in-pale new makeup. These are the key elements of the new
face, the today face. From Estee Louder now.
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Rus Sze dresses are a tradition at Br,dht s
.
all the rgnt colors 'or Autumn Bright s selection o' -al' Sze
Dresses offers fashion that is for ciL.; Flattering F.ring
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Affordable and all with the persona care and seroce ot B•igh s
Choose from such respected 'lames as Ams Adams Boston Maio Pablo
John s Girt Paul Aitred Pferr,e, Row CarC rcie & Jane Stephens
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COLOR GRAPHICS:
NEW Color Primer
(sk intone corrector)
Undercover Green
Undercover Mauve
Undercover White
Tender Masher
Candlelit Rose
Midnight Rose
Rose Radiance
Polished Performance
Umnd Mokosep
Alabaster Siege
-tistorwatfc Crow* Coocollk7
•
Light
Moistarecialoacod
Foco Powder(Pressed)
TronsporIpt Buff
Luscious Game Mosconi
Lustrous Block
Midnight Noy

10.00

830

IL"
-LSO

11•50
'
7.50

DRESSES

NEW Automatic Liquid
Evelio.,
Ebony Brown
Graphite Grey
Navy Trim
Plumline
All-Day Eye Color Creme
Blueprint Blue
Greenhouse
Peocsedh Patina
Pres
Eyelid Shadow
(two-tone shadow box)
Azure VioletiGropetuCsx
Greymist Green/Plumwood
Pole Oak/Blue Tile
Automatic Upshimi
Quicksilver Pink

8.50

RE-NUTRIV All-Day Lipstick
All.Day Parallel Red
A II.Day Pinked Melon
Potishod Performance Lipstick
Ceromic Pink
Claret Glaze

6.50

6.50

.
ifie

Good Walking
Great Looking

LSO

10.50

gRATITS

CheTry's

Easy to love pumps for
your hard working
feet O0000h

7.e'r.,town
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Newborn admissions and dismissals released
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Thursday,
Aug. 25, was 115 adults
and five in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Mary E. Hutson,
806 Minerva; Mrs. Lois
N. Elkins, Rt. 3; Timothy
L. Beecham, Rt. 6, Paris,
Tenn.; Mrs. Marie P.
Dodd, Rt. 8; Trevor Joe
Mathis, 1706 Keenland;
Mrs. Judy A. Hamilton,
Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Bonnie S. Gallimore,
Furyear, Tenn.; Mrs.
Mary Holland. Eddyville; Mrs. Amy E.
RoVertson, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tenn.; Mark A.
Wilson, Rt. 3; Mrs. Barbara Coltharp, Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Mrs. Lizzie B. Watkins,
Rt. 3; Mrs. Martha Marie
Marvin, Rt. 6; Mrs. Irene
Purcell, Lakeland Wesley

Village, Benton; Mrs. Annie Ruth Walls, 114
Spruce St.; Miss Bobbie
Ferguson, Box 11, Murray;
Mrs. Leffie Houston,
Rt. 1, Almo; Euel
Lockhart, 601 Pine St.;
Linzy B. Beane, Rt. 5;
Mrs. Charline C. Ross,
Forestdale St., South
Fulton, Tenn.; Finis E.
Ingram, Rt. 1, Farmington.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Friday, Aug.
26, was 111 adults and five
in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Boy Townsend,
parents, Cathy and Dan,
Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.:
Baby Girl Hughes,
mother, Tonita, 1408
Young St., Hickman.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Addie M. Brisen-

dine, Rt. 1, Puryear,
Tenn.; Mrs. Cathy L.
Mathis and baby boy,
1504 Chaucer Dr.; Mrs.
Martha H. Chamberlain
an baby boy, Rt. 7; Mrs.
Virginia M. Plummer,
Box 319, Mounds, Ill.;
Mrs. Rebecca H. Page,
510 Franklin, Paris,
Tenn.; Mark E. Kennedy,
308 North Seventh St.;
Mike Joseph Schroader,
Shady Oaks; James G.
Smothers, 1404 Johnson
Blvd.; Mrs. Sally M. Ferris, Rt. 1, Springville,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Mary R.
Neubauer, 1711 Johnson;
Mrs. Karen Paige Milby,
300 Elm St.; Mrs. Barbara J. Byars, 722 McCampbell, Paris, Tenn.;
Lamont Crawley, 3409
Gailmore St., St. Louis,
Mo.;
Mrs. Eva C. Hooks, Rt.
2, Cadiz; Mrs. Lucille
Charlton, Rt. 1, Hazel;
Mrs. Pearl Edwards, Rt.

End Of Summer
*itit
Off The
Wall
Sale!
time
Aug.26-Sept.8

Save 50%
On Any Framed Print Of Summer
Flowers or Summer Scenes And All Gift
Items.

Save 20%
Off On Any Framed Print, Poster or
Etching.

The Blackford House
Gallery
753-8301

418 Main St.

2; Mrs. Edith Mathis, Rt.
4: Tellous Pat Hackett
(expired l 904 Poplar St.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Aug. 27, was 108 adults
and six in nursery.
Newborn admissions
were as follows:
Baby Girl Green,
parents, Wanda and Joe,
416 West 12th St., Benton;
Baby Boy Lawrence,
parents, Karen and
Alvin, Rt. 1, Buchanan,
Tenn.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Pamela F. Hitchcock, Rt. 5, Mayfield;
Tremon P. Farris, 509
South 11th St.; James E.
Wilson, 430 George St.,
Cairo, Ill.; Steven L.
Rogers, Rt. 1; Mrs. Gerthal Adams,Hazel;
Earl T. Carter, 1214
Reynoldsburg Rd., Paris,
Tenn.; Claude 0. Jones,
Rt. 5, Benton; Mrs. Mary
D. Riley, Rt. 2, Calvert
City; Mrs. Mary Lucille
Marshall, Rt. 2; Wilson
H.Inman, Rt. 1, Benton;
Hubert T. Hopwood, Rt.
2, Hickory; Mrs. Phyllis
Robertson, 501 South 16th
St.; Mrs. Edna Miller, 710
Vine St.; Mrs. Elsie
Graham, Fern Terrace
Lodge; Emerson D. Hall
( expired) Rt. 5.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Sunday, Aug.
28, was 112 adults and
three in nursery. No
newborn admissions
were listed.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Mrs. Glinda J. Wyatt
and baby girl, Rt. 1,
Hazel; Mrs. Cathy M.
Townsend and baby boy,
Rt. 6, Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
Ruby K. Shankle, Rt. 2,
Paris, Tenn.; Mrs. Martha Carson, New Concord;
Daniel D. Knouff, Rt. 8;
Charles F. Jones, 819
Marr St., Hickman;
Kevin J. Comptnn, 1709
Plainview Dr..( Mrs.
Debrah A. Clapp, Rt. 3,
Benton; Mrs. Kye K.
Hendrix And baby girl,
Rt. 1, Almo;
Mrs. Amy 0. Barnett,
309 South 15th St.; Willie
I. Sutherland, Rt. 2,
Dresden, Tenn.; Mrs.
Edith I. Ferguson (expired) Rt. 8; George A.
Shoemaker (expired)
1409 Dudley.

Jenne-Sawyer vows solemnized
Miss Margaret
Dorothea Jenne and
David Robinson Sawyer
were married Friday,
Aug. 5.
The ceremony was
solemnized at the First
United Methodist Church,
Anchorage, Alaska.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Theron L. Jenne of AnFhorage.
• The groom is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward J.
Sawyer of Murray.
Following the wedding
the couple left for a wedding trip to the Bahama
Islands.
They returned to Lexington, Ky., for a reunion
with his parents and
other family members
enroute to their home in
Anchorage.
While at the reunion the
family was able to see
video showings of the
wedding.
The new Mrs. Sawyer
graduated from Fort
Lewis College, Durango,
Colo. She is employed as
a Graphic Illustrator for
the Aleyska Pipeline.
Mr. Sawyer attended
schools at Lexington. He
graduated from
Morehead State University. He is employed as an
auditor for the Aleyska
Pipeline.
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Granny Parks
Quilting Specialist

NATIONS GIVEN — Trina Ross, treasurer of
the Murray-Calloway County Jayeeettes, accepts
donations of gift certificates for a fund-raising ptoJect of the group from Cowley Vernon of Vernon's
Frontier in top photo and from Brad Belcher of Auto
Laundry in bottom Dhoto.

We've Got Something
For The Quilters &
Non-Qui lters.
Pre-register for Quilting
Class — Starts Sept. 15
We Have Pre-Made Quilts
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We have fall for all faces.
Enjoy yourself in luxury colors and feel
like a million in new Rich American Velvets.

OPEN LABOR DAY
Sole ends September II

You could pay more,
but why! Payless

Payless Shoe Source
CentralShopping Center
9e.m.-9 p.m. Deily Sen. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

Shoe
Source
i4enon
1963 Volume Shoe Coepo

A Merle Norman professional Beauty
eyes with the right shade of sweeping
Advisor will help design a makeup just
color. Learn how to shape your lips. See
for you with the new Rich American
the difference contouring makes. And
Velvets, our brand new shades for fall.
you can choose from one of the most fashAbsolutely free.
ionable makeup and skincare collections
We will teath you how to widen your
in the world.
Learn how now...call for your free fall makeover.

MERLE

The Place for the Custorii Face

New Locatiori in Bel Air Center
9:30-5:30 Mon.-Sat.
753-6926
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Community events scheduled
Thursday,Sept. 1
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Restaurant.
Membership drive of
North PTC will continue
at the schogl.
Deadline for ordering
of Pizza for the Murray
High School Band
Boosters is today.
Second night of Stress
Reduction Seminar will
be at 7 p.m. at Cherry
Corner Baptist Church.
For information call 7537280.
Thursday Night
Couples Winter Bowling
League will be formed at
7 p.m. at Corvette Lanes.
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at 8 p.m.
at lodge hall with officers
to meet at 7 p.m.
Helping Hands will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
home of Beverly DeVries.
For information call 4362663. 436-2363 or 436-2143.
Make Today Count is
scheduled to meet at 7
p.m. at First Christian
Church.
Young-At-Hearts
Group, persons above 60,
of Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ will go to
Bardstown to see the
Stephen F. Foster Story.
For information call the
church office, 753-3714.
Ceramics class will be
at 7 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church.
" "A September Happening" for all women and
girls interested in WMU
will be at 7 p.m. in
Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church.
Friday,Sept. 2
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior
Citizens.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
Young Peoples Service
will be at 7 p.m. at Bethel
Chapel Pentecostal
Church.
Puppeteers of
Memorial Baptist Church
will present a program at
8:30 a.m. at the Hillman
Ferry Campground,
Land Between the Lakes.
Greater Paducah Area
Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will
meet at 8 p.m. at
American Legion
Building, Paducah. For
information call 753-4951.
Membership drive of
North PTC will continue
at the school.
Friday Morning Ladies
Winter Bowling League
will be formed at 10 a.m.
at Corvette Lanes.
Events at Murray
Moose Lodge-will include
games at 8 p.m. and
entertainment in Lounge
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
Saturday,Sept.3
Temple Hill Lodge No.
276 Free and Accepted
Masons is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
hall.

Saturday,Sept.3
Square and round dancing is scheduled at 7:30
p.m. at Woodmen of
World Hall.

Sunday,Sept. 4
Sunday,Sept.4
Second day of Eighth a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton
Annual Labor Day Arts Airstrip just east of Egand Crafts will be from 10 gner's Ferry Bridge on

Alcoholics Anonymous
and Alanon will meet at 8
p.m. in western portion of
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Sunday,Sept. 4
Highway 68.
Mock wedding will be

Orig. $45. Dressy or casual, our corduroy
blazers in assorted colors will
top off your wardrobe in style.
Corduroy blazer, Sale 24.99

Eighth Annual Labor
Day Arts and Crafts
Festival will be from 10
a.m. to 6 p.m. at Fenton
Airstrip just east of Eggner's Ferry Bridge on
Highway 68.

All women's jeans
at 20% off!
Every fashion denim or soft corduroy. In
Juniors, misses and women's sizes, so
many to choose from. But hurry!

Annual Alumni Picnic
of Trigg County High
School will be at 6:30 p.m.
at high school cafeteria.

Save on
separates, too

Dance sponsored by
Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club and Marshall
County Shrine Club will
be tonight at new convention center, Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.

Ong Sale
40

Wool plaid skirt .
Oxford shirt
Crewneck or
v-neck sweaters
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Luau will be at 6:30
p.m. at Oaks Country
Club.

st.'

Reunion of former
students, parents,
teachers, bus drivers,
cafeteria workers or
anyone connected with
old Rogers High School or
Linton Elementary will
be at site of old school.

Sunday,Sept.4
Brown and Howard
Family reunion will be
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
pavilion by old courthouse in Murray Calloway County Park.
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OPEN 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. LABOR DAY

,

Sale 9.99
Orig. $18. Try our long sleeve knit top of polyester and
cotton with woven collar and band bottom. In color
combinations of WhitelTurf Black:Turf/White Stripe.

Sale 9.99

Orig. $12 and 14.99. Fashion favorites that perform
beautifully together. Like our short sleeve scoop neck
cotton pullover with crocket trim. Our skirts of 500/.
polyester and 50% cotton duck either beltedslyle or
button front treatment and elastic waist.
Knit top, Orig. $12 Sale 9.99
Button or belted skirt, Orig. 14.99, Sale 9.99

.'
• -.

.

Orig. $16. Pants of polyester and cotton form a
twill with elastic waist with drawstring. Plus a back flap
pocket with snap closure.
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Entire line of
women s 30% off.
9

-
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Blood Pressure Checks
will be given from noon to
1 p.m. at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.

.
Annual homecoming of
Land BetWeen the Lakes
wll be at'Walter Bilbrey
place, across from Buffalo Pasture, in LBL.
Lunch will be seved about
12:45 p.m.

;

From sporty to dress, contemporary to classic.
we've got your style! Its our biggest and best
outerwear event of the year. You'll save 25% on
every coat and jacket in our regular stock.
Whatever your style the choices have never
been better But hurry
Percentage off represents savings on
regular prices.

answers.Prices begin at $79.95
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ArtCarved Class Rings introduces Petite.
a ring that combiles the beauty and style of
fashion jewelry with the custom features of
a traditional class ring With Petite, you can
have your personal name on the outside, your
choice of activity or educational panel. your
school colors and mascot and a beautiful
selection of facet cut stones or diamond top
You'll aiso get the ArtCarved Full Lifetime
Warranty Petite...the class ring with all the
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Murray Moose Lodge
will be open from noon to
5 p.m.

with all tiv ars _
-,_ .,,..

Vill•

'

Reunion of family of
the late Oscar and Biddie
Adams will be about noon
at Kenlake State Park,
Aurora.

At
riw c

Sunday,Sept. 4
at Field Archery Range
off Highway 68 from 9
a.m. to 2 p.m.

Women's blazer
24.99

Eleventh Annual
"Super Horse Show" will
start at 4 p.m. at New
Providence Riding Club.

Dance featuring Doc
and Clearwater will be
from 8 p.m. to midnight
at Murray Moose Lodge.

Sunday,Sept. 4
Second annual Land
Between the Lakes
Bowhunter Shoot will be

bor DaySale

"Run Through the
Park" to benefit St.
Jude's Hospital will start
at 9 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information call 7530224 or 759-1288.

The 1963 graduating
class of Calloway County
High School will have a
reunion with a coffee at 10
a.m. at the school and
banquet that evening.

Sunday,Sept.4
at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850, Land
Between the Lakes.

Leather handbags

Bath towels

Sale

Only 9.99

Sale 2.99

Novelty Sh irts

Orig. 3.99. So soft and absorbent with colors
that bring out a decorators touch. The logical
choice for value

Stylish treatments to complement your casual
wardrobe Soft glove leather with light brass trim
Optional strap treatments Assorted colors

Reg Sale
2.99 2.29
1.99 1.49

Hand towel
Wash towel

Save 75%
Levi's
Sheeting Jean

5•99
0100% cotton
'Sizes 3 to 9
'Lavender
Orig. $24

Sleepwear
Coordinates
1 Gown
Robe
Pajama
*Sizes S. M. L
•Poly /Cotton
'Pretty Print

Orig. Sale
12.00 7.99
16.50 11.99
18.00 13.99

Short Sleeve
Long Sleeve

3.99
5.99

Choose from a selected group
including Bahama Mama, Black
Bart and others.

Sale 2.99
Placket Front
Knit Top
4N,

'Poly/Cotton
'Ladies Sizes S. M. L
'Short Sleeve
Orig. $11

I

_

Cooks Jewelry
Contipi!Shopping Cnt.
Murray, K.
J-0000

vis4.
OPEN LABOR DAY
9:00 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

JCPenney

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone (502)759-4080
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TR1-STATE...we're ready to do busine 51
CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER

Discount
Prices Plus
No Interest
12 Month
Financing

First Time
Ever
in the
Tri-State

All Stores
Open Sunday
and
Labor Day

All
Locations
through
Monday

4

DOOR BUSTERS

DOOR BUSTERS

NEW
USTORIER

1 Carat
T.W.

Cluster
was $1,000

NOW499

Fri.Sept.2thru Mon.Sept.5

Storewide
Discounts
up to
,„0/
0

cp

tiOff
Nothing
Held
Back!

HOURS
Fri 1000-800 Sat 10 00-600
Sun 1 00-500 Mon 10 00-500

No Interest
Financing

PLUS

1
for

These are only an
example
of our GREAT SAVINGS..

Months
'with $300 minimum purchase

/
1
2Carat
TW

Yes, for 4 days '`Charge It- with approved
credit and pay NO Finance
charge and that's an
extra 22% off!

Earrings
was $700

MICIFIELSONS
The Proven Leader in Jewelry and Diamond Values
T W = Total Weight

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER, MURRAY. KY.
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We Honestly Have The Best Meats In Town!

AMR

*ION SPECIALS

.:

Prices Good
Sept. 1 thru
Sept. 7

* 4*

COCA COLA or
PEPSI COLA
139

Charmin

TOILET
TISSIE

Do '
t
a

6 Pk.
12 oz
Cans

4 Roll Pkg.

ft

I

Limit
With 515.00 Additional Purchase /
Excluding Dairy and Tobacco
Products or Our Chicken Special ,/

squeezabi softi
Pit
UIIII

t

tr.#4,440
4.
Buy!
Got!
FREE
Save
$2.89

With $15.00 Additional Purc-hase
Excluding Dairy and Tobacco
Products or Our Chicken Special

\Os

1"

Buy 1
Get 1
FREE
Save
$2.69

Limit 2 Cartons

'49.90

'
aka
•ss.

7

Tem Pink U.S. Erapefilit

Allef

Merit

SALTINES

59C Merit
59C

ill. Bo

Merit
Brew, Serve

ROLLS

pk.

CHIPS

"DEL MONTE TRUCKLOAD SALE"

EfleittiO
Del Moto Lit,

PEAR HALVES
Del Mete

12.'1'9

Wg
i own

16 oz.69c

i
Sl
l
BEANS

•

18 oz.

49c
49c

1$

95C
11 • 69C ge
i
l ir
e

S. or WN.

DeORN
*lirPEAS
PINEAPPLE
Del

11 DZ.

4fic

11 a" 49C

Del Meets SII-Ck.Cr.

69c

-,.
494498

16 81.

rileATO WEDGES

16 oz.

'
4160*,.

79c

1F/2 oZ.59C Del Melte Slanted

59c

igc OHM MANS
Del Meets

COCKTAIL
Del Pineapple
NICE

iioz.$12°
Center Cut

Choice

let T-BONE PORK
STEAK CHOPS
1111
e

16 oz.

Economy Ground
74

Sliced Pork

LOIN
s

lie

/11145
1
#,

Lb.

$189 Lb $139

$359

itio4r#8

BEEF
$109

Lb

1

11"—Lb
•VAIN4
111111111111
—L
11.
1.
1..Xi „
/69

4fts

k

ith,

41K —21111.1X

14y

II

Golden Ripe

29c

*

1

Owns lest Deli

SIRLOIN STEAK

ROAST BEEF

I
California

Seedless

, lb. 59

SPARE RIBS

"
Lb $1

PEPPERED BELT
Owns kV Deli

&kith 1 Lk kit Ink Chime

V3 e Crop Golden Delicious

APPI

3lb Bag

'119

1/S. No.

CORNED BEEF

WIENERS

$159
Owns Oat deli

BAKED HAM

Eckrich Polish, Osof Sakti
It

c SAUSAGE
'119
89ORANGEIS

a

$189
I

Owns Oast Deli kesless

PIT BAKED HAM

Olmes lest Sliest Slab
NCR

429
Li. $

Owns Des!Deli

Cooky Style

1

•

I.S. Choice

iltin list Deli

3-4 la. Ptg. lk $139

'Pt

—7:4;

AID:BEEF

WEWE WILL BE
OPEN A LL DAY
LABOR DAY

$
421
ORDER YOUR
CHEESE AND
PARTY TRAY'S,
PIT BAKED HAM'S
& B.B.Q.
SHOULDERS
FROM SHEL LIE
IN THE DELI

•
-nt

'watt:no*. •••

.

•.ree•....•-••-•

A
r

l'
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Men sentenced to die in electricchair for murder in Lexington
LEXINGTON, Ky. against Mitchell
(AP — Fayette Com- Willoughby and Leif
monwealth's Attorney Halvorsen was "proved
Larry Roberts says the beyond all doubt" and
triple murder case that their death sentences

were justified.
Roberts made the
statement Wednesday in
Fayette Circuit Court
after Willoughby's

Announcing:

lawyer, Joe Jarrell, askJarrell cited three local
ed Judge Armand murder cases in which
Angelucci to impose the prosecution did not
three life sentences on the seek the death penalty
24-year-old carpenter.
and said Willoughby's life
should be spared "as a
matter of fairness."
But Roberts countered
that he seeks the death
penalty when "we can
prove it beyond doubt."
"We met that burden,"

however, death sentences
are automatically
reviewed by the state
Supreme Court. In addition, both defendants can
appeal to the state Court
of Appeals.
Halvorsen and
Willoughby bring to 20 the
number of people under
death sentence in Kentucky, according to Corrections Cabinet records
in Frankfort.
Neither defendant expressed surprise at the
sentences, which were
recommended by their
jury last month — death
for the killings of Joey
Durrum, 23, and Jacqueline Greene, 19, and
life in prison for the killing of Joe D. Norman,28.
Willoughby stood impassively after the
sentencing. Halvorsen
merely nodded to his
lawyer, Mike Moloney,
while being led from the
heavily guarded courtroom.
Norman was Miss
Greene's boyfriend and
Willoughby's carpentry
partner. Durrum was a
plumber's htlper.
Dr. George Nichols, the
state medical examiner,
753-4111
501 S. 12th testified at the eight-day
Aimmosommummimminimimmh trial that each of the victims was shot several
times on Jan. 13 at Norman's apartment in northeast Lexington.

Our New Sunday Worship Schedule

Roberts told Angelucci.
"We proved beyond all
doubt that they committed those murders. I do
not apologize for that."
Angelucci then sentenced Willoughby and
Halvorsen, a 28-year-old
former construction
worker, to die in the electric chair on Dec. 30.
Under Kentucky law,

Jo's Palace

8:30 A.M. First Worship
9:30 A.M. Bible Classes
10:30 A.M. Second Worship
6:00 P.M. Evening Worship

Under New Ownership
Tressia Tubers-Owner

Opening Sept. 2

Sun.-Wed. 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Thurs. 6 a.m.-Midnight
Fri.-Sat. 6 a.m.-2 a.m.

University
Church of Christ

America's Leading
TV/CB Antenna
Manufacturer

ache thaek

was found in the river the
next day. It had been
wrapped in a sheet and
weighted with a cement
block.
Willoughby testified
that he and Halvorsen
were heavily drugged the
day of the murders. He
also said he had argued
with Norman about
wages and had fired shots
after Norman threatened
him with a bayonet.
Willoughby's
girlfriend, Susan Hutchens, was originally
charged with murder, but
that was reduced to a
charge of hindering prosecution when she agreed
to testify for the state.
She was sentenced to 10
years.
Angelucci brushed
aside pleas for leniency
from Moloney and Jarrell
and overruled their motions for a new trial.
Moloney, without mentioning Willoughby by
name, implied that he
alone was responsible for
the killings.
— Even if
Halvorsen had not been
present (at Nor an's
apartment) on the 13
January, the three in
dividuals who were killed
would still be dead,"
Moloney said.
A jury of laymen might
be unable to consider the
defendants separately,
but "the court is wellThe bodies of Norman equipped to distinguish
and Durrum were found between degrees of
late that night,bound and culpability," Moloney
weighted, on the said.
Brooklyn Bridge, which
He also asked Angelucspans the Kentucky River ci to consider Halvorsen's
at the Mercer-Jessamine "lack of prior criminal
county line.
conduct, (his) lack of
Miss Greene's body prior violent conduct."

TV
ANTENN4
,

-f,

Hearing for two men
in Evansville canceled

OWENSBORO, Ky.
(AP) — A preliminary
hearing was canceled
Wednesday for two
Evansville, Ind., men accused of holding four
hostages during a 61
/
2
hour episode after an
allegedly bungled robbery at a drug store here.
Commonwealth's Attorney Jim McDaniels
said the hearing was
canceled after he decided
to turn the case over to
the September session of
the grand jury. Jurors
are scheduled to meet for
the first time on Sept. 6.
Danny W. Hall and
Johnny Hampton, both

IA

28, were lodged in the
Daviess County jail Aug.
23 after being arrested at
the Likens Drug Store in
downtown Owensboro.
Each is being detairttel in
lieu of $50,000 bail.
The men were charged
with first degree robbery,
four counts of kidnapping
and possession of a handgun by a convicted
felon. Hampton also was
charged with one count of
receiving stolen property.
Police surrounded the
shop Aug. 22 after receiving an alert from an
alarm, triggered silently
by an employee.

Cherokee Trading Post

NOW OPEN!
Friday Sept.2
6 miles South of Murray
on Hwy. 121

MasterCard
OM IRE

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES)
Enjoy the new Fall TV season and football action with a vivid color picture—
at lqw cost! Replace your indoor or worn-out outdoor antenna with our SuperColor Special and see the sharp picture and brilliant color your set was
designed to deliver—improves black-and-white TV, too. Also connects to your
hi-fl system to pull in a strong FM signal with full channel separation. Wideswept 600 elements pull in maximum available signal on every station within
range. Gold Alodized finish fights corrosion. Preassembled—install it yourself and save! #15-1710

3 ANTENNAS IN 1
VHF • UHF • FM

Original hiilion Pottery
Rugs, Dolls, Toys,
Leather Goods and Turquoise,
Cigarettes, Ice, Soda
and Picnic Supplies
Open 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Sun. 11 a.m.to 6 a.m.

ONLY

I
SAI
SAWC:11ATA
SUPER SAVINGS ON THESE SALE-PRICED ITEMS
31/2 Digit,
Remote Control
Color TV With

Mast not included

2188

Save big on sharp new
OREGON" cutting
vhain for chain saws.
We're dealin' like never before on the world's
leading sawchain. So take advantage of a great
deal. Get a tough new OREGON" chain on your
chain saw. Then get ready for some easy cutting.

21-Range
Multimeter—Save $20

TC-130 by Radio Shack

By Micronta'

Saves100

3a95
Cut
33%
2999a
014•9 59 95

95

AS LOW AS
/7PER
ROM

Wireless Remote Changes
or Scans Channels, Controls
Volume/On-Off, Mutes Sound

Feature packed! Soft-touch electronic tuner lets you preset any 12 channels for instant selection from -*et or-rernote. One-button automatic color
system..Advancedioicture tube has inline gun and slotted mask for out,15-230 •1Amesured diagonally Remota battens,trxtia
, #1
.1444 stanckng clarity

The perfect addition to any workbench!
Audible "beep" continuity and rangechange indicator. Zero-adjust for precise
low-resistance measurements. Measures
AC and DC volts, AC and DC milliamps
.gand resistance. Overload protected. With
1011ltst leads.-#22-1g1 Bat-terries extra

OAMRK/NOUISTR/ES0
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Check Your Phone Book for the Rathe/haftStore or Dealer Nearest You
A OMS1ON OF TANDY CORPORATION

PRICES APPLY AT PARTICIPATING STORES AND DEALERS

200 E. Main

Alfiri-4W74t.tr
,

153-1201
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Murray High's backfield duo of Chris Farmer'4O)
and Steve Rutledge(8) were instrumental in Friday's
28-7 victory over rival Calloway County.

:elucsen's
ninal
k of
No.
1
8
11
17
19
21
22
24
26
31
33
40
60
61
63
64
65
72
75
76
78
83
85

the
Aug.
,ed at
ire in
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itd

irged
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pping
hanicted
was
unt of
Toper-

the
?ceivn an
lently

Name
Mark Boggess
Steve Rutledge
Jay Watson
Chris Thomas
Rodney Key
Robert Stout
Doug Coughenour
Marcus Cavitt
Will Holt
Jimmy Walker
Jason Bllington
Chris Farmer
Brad Newsome
Ron Kohlenberger
Carl Zembella
Chris Drew
Randy Payne
Trevor Mathis
Joel Latto
Karl Flood
David Wallace
Jeff Downey
Harry Weatherly

MURRAY HIGH
Pos.
QB
RB
QB
WR
WR
WR
RB
RB
WR
WR
RB
RB

Weight
145
160
135
140
145
150
150
170
155
145
150
175
155
170
160
140
205
230
220
160
200
175
105

TE
TE

the

shoe tree

Class
12
11
10
10
12
12
11
12
11
12
10
10
11
11
10
10
10
12
11
12
12
12
12

H.

11

Sept. 2
Sept.9
Sept. 16
Sept. Z3
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14

at Camden,TN.
at Mayfield
Crittenden County
*at Fulton County
* at Ballard Memorial
Trigg County
Lone Oak

7:30
7:30
8:00
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

(Homecoming)
Oct. 21
at Caldwell County
Oct. 28
•Heath
Sub-District 1
Games

conne's
goL ILI
KEASING FILMING

605 Maple Street
Phone 753-4424

Murray, Kentucky
Chestnut, Murray

753-0045
Preened
drivers
deserve
preferred
rates

GO TIGERS!
SUE & CHARLIE'S-RESTAURANT —
Famous Fish Dinners
MON.-SAT. 4 p.m.-9 p.m.
SUN. 11:00 a.m.-8:30 p.m.
AURORA, KY.

474-2202

Purdom
Motors
INC.
L•C

BUICK

753-5321

401 Olive

Phone ahead for carry out
convenient Drive through Window

Oldsmobile,
Pontiac,
Cadillac &
Buick

Now there is
Its State Auto Companies' Medalist Auto policy
The rates are lower. The coverages are broader

If you have been accident-free for three years and areal least 25 years old, you
are qualified to become a Medalist policyholder, enjoying special, reduced
rates
And if you are middle-aged 45-64 you'll get the biggest rate break of all
What's more as a Medalist policyholder you are not charged for your first
accident. That's effective immediately. too There's no three year waiting
period to qua Id . once you own a Medalist policy
Call us about this car insurance breakthrough for safe drivers

407 Maple
PURDOM &
753-4451
THURMAN
INSURANCE i
.
f
i ,!,'.1:7":7c
oeepanI

GOOD LUCK TONIGHT!
"Serving Western Kentucky With
Complete Termite And Pest Control
Service Since 1958"
621 S. 4th
P.O. Bow 3211
Murray, KY
42071

"Satisfied Customers
are our main coacern"

753-0414
753-3914

1406 W. Main - 753-5315

^

We're
Behind You
All The
Way

There should be special car insurance for more
mature safer drivers

!W

at
,our
ng.

MURRAY HIGH SCHOOL
BM FOOTBALLSCHEDULE

..o.s

.i.fi .1 ,

MURRAY GULF
Free Car Wash
With Fill-Up

11.

Free Estimates
Gulf Cards Welcome
Good Used
CARS
At Honest Prices

South 12th
Phone 753-9164

COLDWATER RD.
Next To John's Saving Center
753-0109

Owned and Operated by
Brent Morris Jr.

Tigers Are No. 1

Terry's Paint and
Decorating Center
Your Decorating Center
*Paint
*Carpet
*Vinyl
*Wallpaper

Member

RUDOLPH TIRES
& ALIGNMENT
721 So 12th

Southside Manor

752-1321

753-0595

'
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Quickness versus size

Baseball
playoff
schedule
announced

Camden coach wary of Murray size
counter what they've got. senior-laden backfield ches, an area Barnett
"Don't get me wrong," which includes Jay says his team will have to
he added, "they're going Thifer, a 6-0, 170-pound dominate in order to beat
to be hard to beat. We quarterback who played Murray.
Murray,corning off last
scouted Murray when quite a bit last year.
they played Calloway
Also, a couple of runn- week's emotional victory
(last Friday) and they do ing backs who appear over Calloway, 28-7, will
a lot of things right. They small at 5-9, 155-pounds have a one-game addon't turn the ball over each, will be available vantage over the Tennesmuch and they've got as with speed to burn. Todd seans who will receive
much senior experience Herndon and Tony Wilson their first hits of the
as we do."
are the seniors to watch season, Friday at 7:30
Barnett said his squad in the Camden backfield, p.m.
Camden is a school
has 17 seniors and 17 offensively and defenwith about 650 students
juniors and is expecting sively.
and ranks in Class AA of
better results than last
At end another senior, a three-class system in
year's 4-7 season.
Roy Watson, provides an Tennessee.
-We played some good excellent pair of hands
Friday's matchup will
games last year and we and at 5-10, 165, he doesn't be the first time a
"Murray is tough, played some bad ones. appear extremely big, Barnett-coached squad
physical and We'll be disappointed this but Barnett is confident will play a Kentucky
fundamental-wise, very year if we don't do bet- about his pass-catching school and he said
sound," Barnett said in a ter," the second-year ability.
although the football diftelephone interview coach said.
Mark Parker is a small ferences may be subtle
Wednesday. "But we're
Barnett is basing his lineman — only 5-8, 150 — between the states, he'll
hoping our quickness and prediction of improve- but he gives senior be counting on playing at
overall speed will help us ment on the return of a leadership in the tren- home as a definite ad-

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Friday's game between
host Camden Central
High School of Tennessee
and Murray High will be
an interesting matchup,
predicts Camden coach
Barry Barnett.
Besides the comparisons between Kentucky and Tennessee
schools of approximately
the same, Barnett says
the contest will feature a
team of size and
toughness versus his
squad's speed and
quickness.

MAR-KEL LIGHTING
Li

SUMMER

CLEARAN

August 31st thru Sat

Large
Table Lamps

Boudoir
Lamps

29 to 32'
All Colors
with Shade

12- to 22
All Colors
with Shade

CE

September 3rd

Replacement
Shades

20%

Off

Come in Browse
see
our beautiful oriental
lamps.

$800

$12"

SAVE M 0 EY
IN A MINI111
Pepsi • Diet Pepsi • Mountain Dew
8-16 oz. Retumables

diet pepsi

9

Si59

110011Aglli
IUDerl

•

Jeff Downey(83)
predicts the best
for Murray High
Now.,

CAPE GIRARDEAU —
Hoping to take advantage
of a large group of senior
returnees- and momentum gained at the end of
last season, the Southeast
Missouri State University
football Indians will open
the 1983 season Saturday
night at home against
Murray State.
Game time at Houck
Stadium will be 7:30 p.m.
The Indians return 18
seniors who played on
last year's team that won
four of the last five games
to finish 5-5-1 overall and
3-2 in the Missouri Intercollegiate Athletic
Association.
"The best thing we
have going for us is the
fact we have 18 seniors
who have played a lot of
football for us," said
SEMO coach Jim Lohr.
"The seniors are providing- excellent leadership. They feel we can
h,ave an outstanding
season and they particularly want to start it
off on the right foot by
beating Murray State."
Lohr indicates that
everyone involved with
SEMO football is putting
a lot of weight on the Murray game. "Our players
love to play against Murray State and we always
get a good effort," he
said."To have the type of

season we want to aye,
we have to
good
teams like Murray State.
A win in the opener will
also keep the momentum
we gained last season go-

Chuck Cox at the other
guard. Junior John Carr,
a part-time starter last
season, will be at one offensive tackle while
freshman red shirt Dennis Sievers will start at

MSU-SEMO warmup
A pregame warrnup will be provided for all
Murray State alumni and supporters at the Cape
Girardeau Holidome Oak Room, according to
Danny Roberts, MSU athletics promotion director.
The Holidome is located on the intersection of
1-55 and Williams Street and the gathering will
last from 3:30-6 p.m.
The Indian offense will
be built around the multiple talents of senior
quarterback Jim
Prestwood. He passed for
1,434 yards last season
and rushed for another
285.
Prestwood will throw to
a veteran group of
receivers including
senior David Stewart who
had 32 catches for 439
yards and 4 TD's last
year. Another senior
returning starter, Chip
Forte, will be at tight end
while returning starter
John Boly will be at
flanker.
The offensive line will
be anchored by senior
Sam McCord at an offensive guard with senior

the other tackle. Alan
Schmidt, second team
All-MIAA in 1982, will
again be the center.
Senior running backs
Marvin Johnson and Ed
Wachte will be in the offensive backfield.
Johnson led all rushers
last season with 512 yards
while Watcher was the second leading rusher with
398 yards. Another
senior, Junior Simpkins,
adds veteran depth to the
position while freshman
Audwin Hudson brings
much needed speed to the
offensive backfield.
On defense, the Indians
hope to shut down the big
plays that hurt them last
year.
"I think our defense is

Plus Deposit

READY FOR DELIVERY
Tom's
Barbeque
& Ripple

8 oz. size

Chips

3 NEW 1983 F350
CAB & CHASSIS MODELS
(2), 6.9L V-8 DIESELS
AND(1), 460 4 BARREL V-8
ALL 3 EQUIPT. WITH 4/SPEED TRANS.

1 lb. pkg.

Nacho Style
Cheese Style
Regular

39

44,
v•z.

Prices good through September 11.
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much improved," Lohr
said. "We have some
good athletes back there
and we have some
depth."
Following Saturday
night's opening game,the
Indians will go on the
road the next two weeks
for games against Central Arkansas and
Southern Illinios.
The
next home game will be
on Sept. 24 against Delta
State.
This will be the eighth
straight season the Indians have opened the
season against Murray
State.
The Racers hold a 5-1-1
edge in the string of opening games. Next season
the Indians will open
against Central Arkansas, with the Racers as
their second opponent at
Murray.

Racer game
rescheduled
at APSU
Murray State men's
basketball game against
Austin Peay in
Clarksville, Tenn., which
was originally scheduled
for Thursday, Mar. 1
1984, has been changed to
Saturday, Mar. 3, 1984,
Racer head basketball
coach and assistant
athletic director Ron
Greene has announced.
Game time will remain
7:30p.m.
The change was
necessitated due to a
scheduling conflict with
the TSSAA high school
district tournament,
which will be held in
Austin Peay's Dunn
Center Feb. 27. Mar.2.
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We Also Have The Largest Selection Of New Trucks In The Area
To Choose From (Rangers, Vans & F Series). We Are Now Giving
Special Prices On All '83 Model Trucks As We Closeout The '83
Model Year.

SEE US BEFORE YOU BUY!
GLEN CA RD
JOiiii HUTCHING
JOHN PARKER ,
701 Main

CARLOS JONES
JOE ROWLAND
JOE PARKER
JAMES PARKER

NICK RYAN
RON WRIGHT
DAVID PARKER

PARKER FORDiNC.
7534273

NEWPORT, R.I.(AP)
— Victory '83 of England
posted a major upset in
the America's Cup trials,
defeating Australia II
and its vaunted winged
keel by 13 seconds in the
first race of the foreign
finals.
Meanwhile, Liberty
won two of three shortened races against
Courageous as the U.S.
finals continued.
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Victory'83
upsets Aussies
in Cup trials

Oscar Mayer Hotdogs

.a

NEW YORK (AP) —
The National League
playoffs will start Tuesday, Oct. 4, with the
American League starting the next day and the
World Series beginning
on Oct. Il, according to
the baseball commissioner's office.
The National League
series will start with a
night game in the home
park of the Western
champion while the
American's will start
with a day game in the
home city of the Eastern
titleholder.
In the National League,
the first two games will
be played in the western
city at 8:20 p.m. EDT on
Oct. 4-5 and the final
three in the eastern city
on Oct. 7-8-9 if necessary,
with one day off for
travel.
The game on Friday,
Oct. 7 will start at 3:05
(Continued on Pg.13)

Prestwood to guide band of Indians
in homestand against Murray State

ON THE SIDEWALK
ANOTHER GREAT BUY BY MAR-KEL
Wed

a

Paris TN

Highway 79 East
*‘.

vantage for his season
debute.
"Anytime you play at
home you have to consider it an advantage.
It'll be more to our advantage if it doesn't rain
because a sloppy field
isn't going to help our
quickness.
"Our guys aren't as big
as Murray and we're
definitely not going to
blow them off the field.
We won't stand much of a
chance of stopping them
in a shoving match,"
Barnett said.
Murray coach Tony
Franklin announced this
week's game came captains — seniors Chris
Farmer and Randy
Payne.
Payne played center
and linebacker against
Calloway, intercepting
one pass and opening
holes for fullback Farmer
who scored two
touchdowns for the
Tigers.
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Offensive showdown at Laker Stadium

Trigg's Baker poses problems for CCHS

ON THE EDGE-Calloway County will be depending on the receiving skills of
such catchers as Sam Taylor (47), shown here holding on to a pass during last
Friday's 28-7 loss to Murray High, to overcome visiting Trigg County Friday at
Laker Stadium.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Back in the heyday of
Chicago runningblur
Gale Sayers, a rival
coach was asked what the
best defense was for stopping the shifty-hipped
speedster.
"A shotgun when he
comes out of the dressing
room," was the rival
coach's deadpan reply.
Stopping Sayers was no
easy problem. And
although Trigg County's
sophomore sensation Al
Baker is no Sayers, he's
causing the Calloway
County defensive coaches
just as many headaches.
How do you defend
against a 6-0, 208-pound
whirlwind who has taken
western Kentucky by
storm?
The answer lies in Sam
Harp's wide-tackle-six
alignment, he hopes.
Baker, wearing No.8 in
the Wildcats' backfield,
will draw a ton of attention when Trigg visits
Laker Stadium Friday
night at 7:30.
His reputation as a
game-breaker has been
in the formulative stages
since last year when he
crossed more stripes than
a herd of zebras.

In only eight games
Trigg was suspended for
the first three games of
1982) Baker gained 836
yards as a 14-year-old
freshman and led the
Wildcats to a 7-1 record,
including a 20-14 win over
Calloway.
This year, despite losing their first game to
Russellville, 14-12, Baker
proved he was no flash-inthe-pan by rushing for 114
yards.
In preseason evaluations, Harp pointed to
Baker and voiced the obvious, "He's one of the
best in the state - no
question about it. And
what makes him even
more dangerous is he's
got other guys in the
backfield who can hurt
you just as bad. If you try
to concentrate on Baker
those others will run right
by you."
Last week in their loss
to Russellville, Trigg
showed offensive dexterity and maturity by overcoming a first quarter
touchdown to score first
by land - a 35-yard run
by Baker -then by aira 52-yard pass from
quarterback Treav Took;
to running back Calvin

Bench lives up to legend status; catches again
CINCINNATI (AP) The adrenalin was flowing in both Johnny Bench
and in the cheering fans
as the retiring Cincinngti
Reds player caught his
first home game since
1981 and knocked in the
winning run.
- Both Reds Manager
Russ Nixon and Chicago
Cubs Manager Charlie
Fox called Bench a
"legend" after the 6-4
Reds victory Wednesday
night.
"My legs and arms
didn't bother me but I am

tired," said the
breathless Bench afterward, holding up his
swollen catching hand.
Bench has been playing
third or first base the past
two seasons. He will
retire at the end of this
season but will catch one
more game, Sept. 17,
when the Reds plan a
special day to honor
Bench.
In the first inning,
Bench threw out Ryne
Sandberg, who tried to
steal second after hitting
a single.

"Sure I was pumped
up. I didn't want to look
bad back there. It turned
out to be a great feeling
knowing that the players
were excited and the fans
pleased. It was a good
night," said Bench.

Driessen and Cesar
Cedeno singled and
scored on Nick Esasky's
triple. Gale then hit his
second homer run of the
season.
The Cubs tied it in the
seventh inning when Mel
He proved he could Hall hit his second home
throw right away. I guess run of the game and 14th
that got their attention," of the season.
Paul Householder
said Nixon.
started Cincinnati's winnThe Cubs held a 3-0 lead ing rally in the seventh inoff starter Rich Gale, 4-5, ning with a double. He
but Cincinnati scored scored on Bench's single
four in the fifth inning off through the box.
Steve Trout. Dan
"It was very

Quarry throws four punches in comeback win
ALBUQUERQUE,
N.M. (AP) - Jerry
Quarry's return to the
ring lasted only a few
seconds, but it was long
enough to convince the 38year -old former
heavyweight contender

Baseball...
p.m.; on Oct. 8, it will be
at 8:20 p.m. and on Oct. 9,
at 4:30 p.m.
In the ,Aperican
League, thee will be no
travel days. The series
will start in the'east with
the first game starting at
3:05 p.m EDT and the second at 8:20. The final
three games in the west
will be played Oct. 7-8-9 in
the west at 8:20 p.m., 1:05
p.m. and 8:20 p.m.
The World Series will

he will finally win a world Guerra of Omaha, Neb.
Guerra did climb back
title.
The bout lasted only 32 to his feet. But the
Quarry, who had fought seconds and Quarry only damage was done.
only once in the past eight threw four punches.
Quarry swarmed all over
years, launched his comQuarry roared out of him. He threw three more
eback bid with a first his corner at the opening punches. The last was
round TKO Wednesday bell and the first punch he another strong left hook
night of unheralded,Lupe threw was a booming left that sent Guerra sprawlhook that slammed ing on the canvas again
Guerra to the canvas.
with his corner throwing
(Continued from Pg.12)
"I hit him right on the in the towel.
button," Quarry said.
Guerra, who never laid
"Was that a left hook? I a glove on Quarry, said
start in the American was amazed that he got he wasn't ready for that
powerful first left hook.
League city with an 8:30 up."
p.m. start on Oct 11 and
an 8:20 on Oct. 12. After a
40)4011,
,#
)
day off, it will move to the
bow,
ie
National League city for
games on Oct. 14, a Friday, at 8:20; Oct. 15 at 1
p.m. and Oct. 16 at 4:30
p.m.
After another open
date, it concludes in the
American League city
with games at 8:20 p.m.
on Oct. 18 and 19.

(04

dramatic," said Fox.
"We threw up a pitch he
could hit and when you do
that to a living legend,
that happens. I didn't
care if we'd walked him."
Nixon agreed. "It was
almost as though Johnny
wrote the script. He's had
so many key hits like that
in his career. He's almost
a legend and that's an
understatement. The fans
of baseball are going to
miss him."
After Bench was lifted
for a pinch runner, the
cheering fans twice called him out of the dugout
to-take bows.
Kelly Paris, who ran
for Bench, stole second
base and scored on
Driessen's third single of
the game.

Turnley.
rushing, 104 passing.
Russellville only They were scored on first
managed to upend the by a pass, then by a ninehosts by recovering a bad yard run.
punt snap deep in Trigg
Calloway also gave up
territory and turning it too much yardage and too
into a touchdown six many points in the
plays later with only 18 Lakers, 28-7, opening loss
seconds left on the clock.
to Murray. A relatively
The upset showed one young group of defenders
of the weaknesses of the learning a new system
can be blamed for the
Trigg program-defense.
Lakers' defensive faults,
The Wildcats gave up but finding faults doesn't
270 yards in total offense win ballgames -correcbroken down into 166 tions do.

In what boils down to
an offensive showdown,
Trigg is definitely the
overdog with Baker and
the senior duo of Tooke
and Turnley in the
backfield.
However, Calloway
showed an effective offense at times Friday
with the rushing of Todd
Contri and sure-handed
receiving by Sam Taylor.
Richard Dowdy, Mark
Duncan and Russell
Usher.

SCOREBOARD

toShoe

Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car& truck oartsmsave 10-50%
Major League Baseball
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W L Pct. GB
Pittsburgh
68 63
.519 Philadelphia
67 64
.511 1
Montreal
66 64
.506 14
St. Lows
65 65
.500 24
Chicago
59 73
.447 94
New York
55 73
.414 14
WE= DIVISION
Lou Angeles
77 55
.513 Atlanta
76 57
.571 1
Houston
70 62
.530 7
San Diego
66 69
.40 124
San Francisco 63 70
.474 144
Cincinnati
61 73
.455 17
Wednesday's Gables
St. Lows 6, Atlanta 3
Montreal 4,San Francisco 3
New York 7, Lou Angeles
Cincinnati 6, Chicago 4
Philadelphia 4,San Diego 3
Houston 4, Pittsburgh
Thursday's Games
Pittsburgh Tunnell 7-5 at Houston
i Ryan 12-6,
Chicago ( Ruthven 10-101 at Cincinnati (Berenyi 6-131,( n
Lou Angeles( Honeycutt 2-0 1 at Montreal(Lea 1241,( n
,..San Francisco ( Haminaker 1(1-71 at
Philadelphia(Ghelfi 0-01,( n
St. Louis ( Allen 9-121 at Atlanta
, Perez 13-6'. ( n
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Houston at Chicago
Los Angeles at Montreal. I n)
Pittsburgh at Atlanta,( n1
San Diego at New York. In
San Francisco at Philadelphia.( n
Cincinnati at Si. Louis, In,
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST DIVISION
W I.
Baltimore
77 52
Milwaukee
75 57
Detroit
74 57
New York
73 Yr
Toronto
72 62

Pet. GB
.597 .568 34
.565 4
.562 44
.537 74

South 12th Street
S

Boston
Cleveland

63 69
477 154
58 76
433 214
WEST DIVISION
Chicago
75 57
.568
Kansas City
64 67
.489
4
Oakland
65 70
481
‘3
California
61 72
459
Texas
61 72
459 144
Minnesota
57 76
.429 IV,
Seattle
51 82
.383 244
Wedoesday'sGams
Baltimore 10, Toronto 2
Minnesota at Boston, ppd.. rain
Texas 5, Detrott 1
Chicago 7, Kansas City 3
Cleveland 7, California 5,10 innings
New York 6, Oakland 1
Seattle 4, Milwaukee 1
Tharaday'sG.
Baltimore Palmer 3-3 at Toronto

I Alexander 1-80
Texas (Tanana 7-5 at Detroit Morns1740n,
Minnesota
Williams 9-12 and
Lysander 4-10 at Boston Eckersley 710 and Ojeda 6-7,, 2,( t-n
Kansas City (Black 8-4 at Cturrgo
I Hoyt 17-101, 1m
New York ( Righetts 14-4' at Oakland
Cockrell 11-91. In'
Only games scheduled
Frlday's Games
Detroit at Toronto. 2. It-n'
Chicago at Boston. In
Baltimore at Minnesota, In
Kansas City at Texas, n
Milwaukee at California. n
Cleveland at Oakland, I n
New York at Seattle. n

cc

Amateur Golf
CHICAGO (AP - Golf championship.
Clark Burroughs, a 20year-old Ohio State stuBurroughs added a 73
dent, went wire-to-wire to his opening round of 66
in capturing medalist to finish with a twohonors by three strokes round total of 139, four
at the 83rd U.S. Amateur shots under par.

Pro Football
National Football Lassos
The Weelseed Ahead
Saturday,Sept. 3
Philadelphia at San Francisco, In
&today,Sept.4
St. Lows at New Orleans
Green Bay at Houston
Atlanta at Chicago
Baltimore at New England
Denver at Pittsburgh

753-8971

Detroit at Tampa Bay
Los Angeles Raiders at Cincuiruiti
Los Angeles Rams at New York
Giants
Miami at Buffalo
Minnesota at Cleveland
Seattle at Kansas City
New York Jets at San Diego
Ilkaday.Sept.I
Dallas at Washington. n1

Southold* Contor

_

4441'
4110
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SPECIA
Large Hamburger
French Fries
& Med. Drink

Bethel Chapel Pentecostal Church
"God Loves You"
•
Sunday School - 10:00.A.M.
Morning Worship - 11:00 AM.
Rev. Lloyd Underhill
Evening Worship - 7:00 P.M.
Rev. William Balentine
Wednesday Worship - 7:00 P.M.
Rev. Elijah Balentine

$1 99
••••

Special Goad Sopt. 2 Wire Sept. I

Convenient Drive•Up Window
Chestnut St. Murray 753-0945

COME BE WITH US
Hwy 94 East
Need A Ride - Coll 753-9673

• Fist Finish
• Hides Coiling Imperfections

•Floavy-Bodied Formula

The
Village
Bob Diers

641 North I
Please Call
753-4000

I Morgan,Trevathan I
& Gunn Inc.

1970 Chevy Pkkve
Red-white, rails, tool box, 58xxx miles, new
tires, Custom 10.
$3,000.00

Personal Insurance

DWAIN TAYLOR

Designed For Your Parsonol Needs

Auto-Home
.1
Life
Complete Commercial I
Service
•

•

••

•Ip••••••••1! .11•10. lip•
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EHEVROLET
753-2617

641 S. Murray

(Across Fres Made Jeff's)
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Calloway County(0-1) Hosts Trigg County(0-1)
Friday 7:30 p.m. Laker Stadium
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Senior Greg Garland(66)and
the CCHS fans will be looking
for the team's first home win
Friday night at Laker Stadium.
Sept. 2
Sept.9
Sept. 16
Sept. 23
Sept. 30
Oct. 7
Oct. 14
Oct. 21
Oct. 28
Nov. 4

GO TEAM
Come See Us For All
Your Insurance Needs!
*Auto
*Home

*Commercial
oFarm

Ross Insurance
Agency

•00 Main

Murray

CALLOWAY COUNTY HIGH
1983 FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Trigg County
at Todd County
Lone Oak
at Union County
Caldwell County
Hopkinsville
at Ballard County
at Paducah Tilghman
at Reidland
Marshall County

753-0489

CALLOWAY COUNTY FOOTBALL ROSTER
Student
No. HT.
WT. Position
Mont) Mor
:•.
S'9155
RB DB
Scott Tay .. r
1
5'8"
150
QB DB
Steve Holland
11
5 10'
145
/1)8
Russell U. or
12
520"
185
X. LB
David La,retire
'O
5'8"
130
QB. DB
MI. ke.
rrison
21
155
1113. DB
Brooks Bart on
3.3
t'50
oh"
RB ns
Mark 4;arr.eon
34
50'
155
RH, DB
Richard D-ady
:35
511'
180
RB. DE
;reit Borer.
31
151
it.X. DB
Tod Contri
6'ii '
111
180
QB. DB
RichardWilliams
34
6'o"
180
BB. I.B
Kris Sta rks
35
5'9"
150
FIB, I.B
Mike Pratt
44
5'10"
165
X. DB
Corey Huie
45
5'1'
155
X, DB
Sam Taylor
4;'
160
Z, LB
Greg Baker
31
510"
205
G, LB
Tim Garland
52
58'
155
G. DB
A..en Jones
53
5'8200
C. DE
Johnny Burkeen
35
5.8"
170
C, LB

Class
Soph
Soph
Sr
Sr
Fresh
Soph
Soph
Soph
Sr.
Jr
Jr
Soph
Jr.
Jr
Soph.
Soph
Jr
Soph
Sr.
Jr

Photos by Mike Prusinski
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30
7:30

I tins Birdsong
Kelly Starks
Roger ',Honore
Danny Fleming
Steve Markel
Scott Newsome
James Daniels
SharieWailace
Greg i1arl,ind
Doug Smotherman
Darin Loftis
Mike G.irland
Shane Brandon
Terry Cunningham
Joel Conoley
%Hen Douglas
David Snow
Marty Sheridan
Mark Dant an
Shane Wall
David Lamb

Good Luck hikers'

Sr.
57
59
60
92
63
64
65
66
68
69
75
76
77
78
79
81
82
83
88
89

510"
310"

511"
5.10"
510"
St)'
6 1"
5'8"
38"
D11'
6'4"
5 10"
5 11'
64'
510"
6'36'1"

185
190
230
170
160
210
220
190
215
160
150
210
220
225
238
230
160
160
220
155
175

CDT
G. LB
TOT
COG
G. DE
TOT
COG
T. DT
G. DC
G. LB
Y. DX
T. DT
T.DG
T, DT
TOT
CDT
Y. DE
X, DE
Y. DG
Z. DB
X. DE

Jr
Soph
Sr.
Sr
Sr
Jr
Soph.
Soph.
Sr.
Soph.
Soph.
Fresh
Soph
Jr
Jr
Soph.
Sr
Soph.
Sr
Soph
Jr

Try Our Wide Variety
Of Delicious Seafood
Dinners!
'Frog Legs
'Oysters
'Clams

*Shrimp
'Ky. Lake Catfish
'Ocean Boneless Fiddlers
Mon.-Wed. 6-2
Thurs.-Sat. 6-9
Sun. 7-2
Hazel 492-8195

fliSIMAre
Murray
Electric
System

•Automotive Parts & Paint
*Complete Automotive
Machine Shop
•Complete Automotive
Glass Shop

512 S. 12th

We'll
overlook
your first
accident

401 Olive — 753-5312
ile• Health
ai
• - •fili,riess

"All The Way Lakers"

753-4563
When vou qualify as a preferred risk for State Auto
Companies special Medalist Auto Policy your
rates won t go up with your first accident
Unlike similar po5. ies that require three )ears of
policy ownership the Medalist allows this
exemption immediately

The Medalist rei ognites the oklet safer dnver with substantial rate
reductions and broader coverage Rate reductions begin as early as age Z5 and
are particularly attractive for the 45 to 61 year aid
II you have a see dnviag record see nial boo low your car insurance
premium an be with the Medalist Auto Polio) from State Auto Insurance
Companies

The Popular
Yamaha 200 YAMAHA
On Sale'

Good
Luck

•

-11Now
gr
i

DAB E
N
visi

Call us about this car insurance brealt.throup for safe drivers

PURDOM.81
407 Maple
THURMAN
- 753-4451
INSURANCE jeltrAtoc:.....

rIgs.

11.:"ToZ123.1r-

TOWN & COUNTRY
YAMAHA

.-i;w;vst

p.

SOUTHODE mANON

•

GO
FOR IT
LAKERS!

PURINA
CHOWS

Buchanan
Feed And Seed
Bag 81 Bulk Feeds
753-5378

Good
Luck
Lakers
Miirray Ledger & Times
Southern States

GO LAKERS!
SEE US FOR:
•Bag and Bulk Feed, Fertilizer,
and Seed
•Farm Supplies

MURRAY
ITS TELEVISION WORTH WATCHING

Industrial Rd.

Hwy.941 Murray 75341078
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'Busy' Husband Finds Time
For Everything but Wife
DEAR ABBY: This June was our 15th wedding
anniversary. My husband told me he was so busy that I
should just go and buy myself something.(Was I supposed
to buy my own card, too?)

DEAR FED UP: No. Just be sure it's what you
want to do. But first give counseling a chance — it
could save your marriage. If it's hopeless, then
throw the towel in — and your "too busy" husband

DEAR FAN: I think you've already made your
choice. A marriage usually stands a better chance
when you're married to the one you love — especially when he's the father of your child.

By Abigail Van Buren

Kentucky corn growers benefit
from payment-in-kind program
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Kentucky corn
farmers will receive 32
million bushels of corn
worth $107.5 million
through the government's payment-in-kind
program to help offset
drought losses, the U.S.
Agriculture Department
said.
The Kentuckians are
among farmers in 28
states who will receive
the PIK corn, which nationwide will be worth
$5.7 billion. The states
will be represented at a
drought summit conference Friday in
Chicago.
Most of the PIK corn
will go to farmers in the
Midwest, where the bulk
of the crop is grown. Producers in Iowa and Illinois, for example, collectively will receive
nearly two-fifths of the
total benefits.
The estimates are bas-

•

•••
DEAR ABBY: I'm only 25 years old and have been
married three times. My first marriage lasted three years.
My second marriage ended after only 30 days, and I am
now in my third marriage to a man I do not love.
I am expecting a baby any time now, which, by the way,
does not belong to the man I'm married to. Now all of a
sudden the man who fathered this child (I love him dearly,
Abby) wants to marry me. The problem is the man to
whom I am married believes that marriage is for better or
for worse, 'til death do us part. Well, I don't want to wait
that long. Besides, I want better, and better for me is to
get out of this marriage and marry the man I love.
What should I do, Abby? Take a fourth walk down the
aisle with the man I've loved since high school, or remain
trapped in a loveless marriage?
A 12-YEAR-FAN IN FLORIDA

Thurmia),. September I. 1983

Dewy
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ATLANTA iATh — In
1982, the Sunbelt states
accounted for more than
70 percent of the nation's
housing starts, says
Georgia-Pacific, a
plywood producer.
The population of the
Sunbelt has nearly doubled since 1950, while the
region was responsible
for two-thirds of all new
jobs last year, says the
company, which is headquartered here.

•

_
-Two days later, my boss asked me to run an errand for
him on my lunch hour. I nearly rear-ended the car ahead
of me when I saw my "too busy" husband getting out in
front of a very nice restaurant with a woman he works
with.
When I asked him about it that night, he became furious
and accused me of "spying" on him.(In broad daylight on
a busy street — this is "spying"?) Then he said he took
her to lunch to celebrate her 10th year with the company.
I can't describe my hurt.
Abby, he didn't forget our anniversary. It just wasn't
important to him. Later he said he was sorry and wanted
to make it up to me by hopping in the sack. He got angry
when I couldn't respond. I didn't feel I was made love to
— I felt used.
I'm tired of being married to this thoughtless, insensitive
man. He won't change. Am I a poor sport for wanting to
throw in the towel?
FED UP IN SAN DIEGO
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Sunbelt states
lead in housing
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ed on the current book
value of corn on the U.S.
market. According to a
report released Wednesday by the Agriculture
Department, corn prices
at the farm averaged
$3.36 per bushel in a fiveday period through Aug.
30. In all, farmers in the
28 states will collect
around 1.7 billion bushels
of free corn.
Under the PIK program, farmers get free
surplus commodities for
taking crop land from
production this year. This
summer, though, the
government also agreed
to allow farmers to try to
recover some of their
losses brought on by the
devastating drought of
July and August.
The PIK corn, in this
case, is given to farmers
who signed up in the program to compensate
them for about 80 percent
of the yield they would
normally get.
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*THANK YOU *

September
Special!
Starting September
Color Tyme Will
Offer Reduced
Rental Rates
On VCRS!

Murray Supply Company would like to
take this opportunity to thank all the
customers who have shopped Beale
Hardware during its Liquidation Sale.
Murray Supply Company has been adding
many of the hardware items normally
carried by Beale Hardware to their
inventory such as bolts, fasteners and
other hard to-find hardware items. They
would like to invite all the former
customers of Beale Hardware to shop
Murray Supply Company for all their
hardware needs.

• Pioneer
• Fisher
• Sansui
• Whirlpool

If We Deliver-2
Week Minimum Rental
If Not-1 Week

Murray Supplx.,
208 E. Main
W
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wwwk

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAV
DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

)R.(
506 N 1 2'h Murray Ky

Olympic Plaza

Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
'
I ,TelMTMM.
1
-0
1 MITM

733 2380

,

Across from the
Murray Ledger 8 Times

Now! Two Locations To Better Serve You

Pepto Bismol

For every time this good... you
should have pictures!
$ 00

120z.
•OM VW',
0 011.1..,
setlar•n.

'OFF
•

Children's Branded
Spring and Summer

Ladies and Girl's

Sportswear
Shorts, Tank Tops, Tops,
Summer Skirts, Spring &
Summer Co-Ordinates

Men's, Women's
& Childrens

Swimwear

Sports and
Playwear
Healthtex, Garanimals
& Stonewear

Men's & Boy's Short Sleeve

Knit &
Sport Shirts

Men's & Boy's

Men's, Women's & Children's

Summer
Shorts

Summer Shoes
Entire Stock
Play Shoes & Sandals

the
regular
PI
price
O. 1
of
°I develop
•
and
• print roll
orders for
_
.all 110, 126,
I Disc and Mark 35.
•1
E x çJ I r eS

Park Davis
Hydrogen Peroxide

Kodacolor II
C-110-24

Alcon Boil N'Soak
12 oz.$2.1.9

240 cc69
°

pHisoDerm
SKIN CLEANSER

Regular or Scented
Get the
ANTIFUNGAL CREAM

0

off illictiraEL11

1U
I
Anything In The Store

CURES ATHLETES FOOT

CURE FOR
ATHLETE'S FOOT

For The Week Of
9-2 through 9-8

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.,and
1:00-6:00 Sundays

Theragram-M
100 Tablets
Plus 30 FREE

SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SAVE SA
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Weatherman at Hopkinsville presented citation for his 30 years of service
•

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky.
-- Most every mor-

ning for the last 30 years, out to a small shed in his
Newell Smith has gone backyard and checked

the weather.
He has done it so
faithfully, in fact, that the

WHAT CATHOLICS BELIEVE!

.••

Have you ever thought about what it means to be Catholic?
Have you ever thought about how one becomes Catholic?
Have you ever thought about why be a Catholic?
Have you drifted away from the Church and thought about
coming home?
Have you thought about reviewing and renewing your
Catholic Faith?

CATHOLIC
INFORMATION CLASSES
Every Tuesday at 7:00 PM
in St. Leo's Church
Beginning4ept.6 to Easter

Smith is one of 75 part- 12,000 throughout the naNational Weather Service
has given him a citation time weather observers tion whose work evenin Kentucky and about tually becomes climate
for his service.
reseach and information
for farmers, soil erosion
specialists and building
contractors.
"Smith's dedication
and enthusiasm as
Hopkinsville's weather
observer has been unequaled," reads the citation accompanying the
John Campanius Holm
Award."For more than a
quarter of a century, he
Closed
has never missed calling
in a rainfall report. Even
Labor Day
during severe weather
conditions, Smith has
diligently relayed accurate information."
He receives a small fee
for his work, but Smith
says that it isn't mere
money that forces him
out to check the thermometer when it is below
zero.
"It's interesting," he
said."You'd be surprised
at all the calls I get."
Smith has even been subpoenaed to court to testify
on the weather conditions
at the time of an accident.
There are drawbacks.
"It's really, you might
say, a confinement," said
Smith. "If you have to go
somewhere, you have to

ickman
orsworthy
Building Supply
500 S. 4th 753-6450

HOURS TO
SERVE YOU

Mon.-Fri. 7-6
Sat. 7-2

Big September Sale!
h+ci, Aug.31 - Sept. 10

During this series we will examine the 12 articles of Faith
found in the Apostles Creed; we will take a positive look at
what the 10 Commandments mean to us today; we will
review the sacramental system and become familiar with
the experience and grace present in all 7 Sacraments
Everyone is welcome to attend.
There is no obligation involved in coming.
Fr. Louis F. Piskula, Pastor, will lecture and entertain
questions.

VISA'

From Lumber To Doors
Windows To Paint

Rickman Norsworthy Will Be
Slashing Prices On Building
Materials Throughout The Store.
Come In And See Us For Our
Spectacular Fall Sale!

• Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mal Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Marl Sells for Less • Wal-Mart Sells for Less • Wal-Mart

Prices Good
Thru 9-5-83

INALIMART

Hershey Candy
•9 Ounce—Hershey Kisses.
Hershey Miniatures, Reeses
Viniatures •11 Ounce—
Rob o Miniatures •Limit 2

r

-1 •-te,ps incase
,it •Lir,

Summer's Eve
•Regular. herbai.
vinegar and water
•4 5 Fluid ounces
•Lirnit 2

Save 2.40

OLYMPIC
SEMI-TRANSPARENT

Weatherscreen
Oil Stain

IVE
IC
RVA
S
ER
PRESE

OILSTAIN

•1 Gallon •Various colors
•Stain and wood preservative
•Penetrates, repels water.
screens sun rays
.Reg 13 26

•
RIAL-411ART'S ADVERTISED MERCMANOISE POLICY — 11 •s
if-lei-11,in 10 have e.iert advertised item 0 Stock
10 Any urftreSeeri reason an advedesed ttern ,0 not ayadat.,
. a Raw Check on r`M.,est
1,,iirChaSe Vial Marl w4'SSW,

merchandSe Ir2 be purchase:I at Ihe salepnce whenever au11.1arAc,
or.aall sea lock, a senrlar tern al a comparable rerlok 1,nr, ,•• ; ,
wfrieserae he r.ro to rmo? doantitieS

Pates 10•Y C ord

get someone else to do it
for you.
A neighbor now covers
the weather when Smith
is out of town.
Smith's curiosity about
reporting the weather
started when a former
observer used to come into the Western Union
shop every morning to
send his finding to
Louisville. Smith managed the telegraph office for
many years.
His curiosity piqued, he
wrote to Weather Service
officials and asked them
to keep him in mind
should a position come
open.
Smith said he eventually forgot about it. "Then
one day I got a letter and
it said if I was still interested, why,they'd give
it to me."
Smith has seen a lot of
weather in his 85 years.
There was the February
day in 1962 when the
temperature was 82
degrees. On Jan. 24 the
next year, the thermometer read 24 degrees
below zero.
On Aug. 17, 1954, the
temperature was 108.
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Your Individual
Bullitt parents
Horoscope
request air
conditioning
SHE PHERDSVILLE,
Ky. (AP) — Some
parents of Bullitt County
schoolchildren are petitioning the school district
to install air conditioners
in classrooms or dismiss
school at noon until hot
weather eases.
Some kept their
children home Monday
from Brooks Elementary
School as a boycott. Donna Longacre, one of the
organizers, said, "We're
not out to be nasty or give
the school a bad name.
We just want air conditioning for our kids —
something the school
board has been promising
since 1978."
Superintendent Frank
Hatfield said the school
board said in 1978 that it
would consider putting
air conditioners in the
classrooms. "What we
said then was what we
are saying now, that the
school district can't afford the air conditioners
and even if we had the
money, we might need it
for other things."
Hatfield said he doubts
the community would
support the tax hike it
would take to fund the air
conditioners. However,
parent Connie Gentry
said she would support a
tax increase "if that's
what it takes to create
comfort in the schools."
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11 tomorrow be? To find out what the
.stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth sign.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Curb impatience in talks
with others. You'll be more effective if you're agreeable.
Meet with bankers about loans
and mortgages.
TAURUS
3t
( Apr. 20 to May 20) t
Romance should be to your
liking now. You may be swept
off your feet. Remember,
though, to fulfill other commitments.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Shopping is favored, though
a loved one tends to extravagance. You're anxious to
please others and will extend
kindnesses.
CANCER
(June 21 toJuly22)
You may pick up a gift for a
co-worker. Be careful not to
abuse health or diet. Travel
and talks with others are
highlighted.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22)
You're fascinated by a
newcomer. Include cultural
activities on your agenda.
Evening favors action rather

dri4

444g

VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
You have mixed 'feelings
about social life now. You're
happiest spending time alone
with a loved one. Home life is
accented.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
A direct approach is not
favored in career matters.
Romanticism leads to the expression of sentiments and
creative activity.
WASHINGTON (AP)— SCORPIO
The discovery that a (Oct. 23 to Nov.21) ni'eV
A friend may prove to be
meteorite fell to Earth
with five chemicals found your best adviser. An intriguin the genes of all living ing opportunity to make
creatures improves the money comes now. A higherchances that life exists in up is understanding.
other parts of the SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22to Dec. 21) ^
universe, a researcher
You're in the mood to travel
says.
to faraway places and may do
The findings "suggest
so. Be careful of expenditures.
that life elsewhere in the Avoid risky business moves.
universe is more likely, CAPRICORN
and they provide a (Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
clearer understanding of You'll opt for peace and
the origins of life on quiet rather than a hectic
Earth," Dr. Cyril Pon- social life. Consult with close
nampertun‘ a, a Universi- ties before deciding on an
ty of Maryland resear- unusual investment.
AQUARIUS
cher said.
"We found only the (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) ""'""
precursors of life. We You'll reach a rare
have not found life there understanding with a friend.
(in the meteorite)," he You're easily distracted and
need self-discipline to honor
continued.
Chemicals called your commitments.
bases, which were found PISCES
in the Murchison (Feb.19 to Mar.20) Xg
The favor of others brings
meteorite that was
you career gains, but don't let
recovered in Australia in business interfere with a pro1969, are the basic com- mising romance. Accept
ponents of deox- togetherness.
yribonucleic acid (DNA)
and ribonucleic acid YOU BORN TODAY are
(RNA), the molecules sensitive, temperamental and
that make up genetic inclined to exaggerate the importance of little things. Your
material.
feelings are easily hurt and
Their existence in the discouragement can be a prometeorite has been con- blem for you. You have a unifirmed by Dr. Stanley L. que point of view and can
Miller of the Universitlof mike an original contribution
California at San Diego In your field. Both crealiVe
and researchers at the and charismatic, you'll do
University of Missouri at well in such vocations as
Cohimbia, Pon- music, poetry, fine arts, dancing, fiction and teaching.
namperunia said.

Chemicals found
in meteorite

Twin
Pack

SIP Oil Treatment
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sunday school lesson

Station purchased for $10 million

by h.c. chiles

LOUISVILLE, Ky. mission.
In January, Cowles
(AP) — Consolidated
Broadcasting Co., which Media sold its only other
has operated WDRB-TV television station, KTVH
in Wichita, Kansas.
with joy and creating to men since their ap- in Louisville for Cowles
of
MinMedia
Co.
WDRB, an independent
delight in those who see pearance on the earth. Inneapolis, has been pur- UHF station that
asmuch
as
God
has
made
hear
him.
and
chased by The Toledo operates on channel 41,
As the sun's power is us and all that is around
Blade Co., according to a was purchased by Cowles
us,
He
certainly
has
difstrengthened, it is likened
statement
distributed Media in 1977.
to a strong athlete who is ferent claims upon us —4
Wednesday by the televicreation,
preservation
eager to run in a race and
"We have enjoyed out
and redemption. Each of sion station.
become a heroic winner.
The purchase price was association with WDRB,
us
was
created
by
God's
Acts 17:24-28
$10 million, the announce- (president and general
While making a tour of power, lives on God's ment said.
manager) Elmer Jaspan
earth,
is
dependent
on
observation through the
and
Louisville," said Otto
subject
to
The
deal
is
city of Athens, Paul was God's mercy, and should approval by the Federal A. Silha, chairman of
be
governed
daily
by
His
shocked by what he saw,
Communications Corn- Cowles Media. "Since we
especially by the will.
multiplicity of man-made
gods, of which it was said
that there were more
than 30,000 in existence
there.
Stirred with abhorrence that this great
center of culture was
given to idolatry, Paul set
himself to the task of exposing the emptiness of
Mon-Wed. 9-6
their idol worship and the
Closed
Thurs-Sat 9-6
worthlessness of their
Sunday
numerous altars.
In Paul's sermon on
Mars' Hill, which Dr.
A.T. Robertson described
as "a masterpiece of real
eloquence on the greatest
of themes," Paul
declared that God the
Creator made heaven and
earth and all that is in
Get Ready For The Canning Season
them.
This creative, active,
purposeful and powerful
God, Who is the source,
preserver, sustainer and
benefactor of life, cannot
be confined within any
temple made with human
hands.
New Red
All human actions are
U.S. No. 1 New White $1
dependent upon God's
directive or permissive
10 Lbs.
will and power. In as
Lb.
much as "in him we live,
and move, and have our
being," God should be
adored, worshiped and
served by all whom He
has created.
3 Lb. Bag
Romans 1:20
5 Doz. Ears of
Since the marks of
divine craftsmanship are
on all that God has made,
many evidences of His
power have been visible
•

God of Creation studied
Through knowing that
God the Creator was both
before and at the beginning of time, we obtain a
better understanding of
the Christian faith and we
receive inspiration for
better living.
Genesis 1:1
This sublime statement, "In the beginning
God created the heaven
and the earth," places us
in the presence of the living, personal and omnipotent Being Who is the
source of all true
blessedness.
"Create" means "to bring into existence that
which had no previous existence," or "to make
something out of
nothing." This, the
strongest word in the
Hebrew language, expresses the idea of the
origination of substance.
Although the curious
may wonder, the
philosophers may
speculate and the scientists may investigate, this
verse serves as an intelligent and satisfactory
explanation of the origin
of things.
Psalm 19:1-6
Gazing into the heavens
the Psalmist recognized
that they were the work
of God and he gloried in
them. The heavens are a
continuous declaration
and, strong testimony of
the existence of God and
of His creative power.
They will never leave
God without a witness.
The Psalmist wrote of
the sun as coming forth
joyously in the morning
proclaiming the splendor,
power, benefience and
glory of God as it crossed
the sky during the day
and returned at night.
He also pictured the
sun as an ardent
bridegroom coming out of
his room in gorgeous attire, his face beaming

have decided to concentrate our resources
elsewhere in our
businesses.

This Is The Last
Week For Flippens
Tree-Ripened Peaches!

Okra

79

I

25C

Corn

55C

$30

$34.00-36.00
235.10-M.00
$37 40.4636
$40 00-42 tote,43.00
.. $34 00-35.00

LADIES SHOES
These Are Our Regular Stock Shoes

Red Cabbage

Yellow
Onions

US 1-1 270450 lb.
US 14 300450 lb.
US 1-3 456500 lb.
US 1-3 260.100 lb.
US 24 3110-500 Its
Boars
60-3240

$25.95

Pears

Potatoes

Potatoes

SOW'

6 PAIR FOR

Concord Grapes

Damson Plums

MI 25-46 75
$47 15-4I 25

$47 75-41.25
$46 75-47 75

1/2
DOZEN
SALE

9-fillbilly Barn

Canning Tomatoes

IJS 1-1 210-240 Lb.
US 2 400-110 lb.

US 2 210.400 kw
US 33 250-270 lb.

GIGANTIC

408 N.'
12th

753-8214

Hog market
Federal-State Martet News Service Sept 1,
1183
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Statiors
Receipts Act 330 Eat 650 Barrows Gilts
50 75 higher SOWS fully steady

Factory Discount
Sh

16th & Main

oes

753-9419

Mon.-Sat. 9-6 Sun. 1-6

MANUFACTURES SALE
BACK AGAIN FOR SCHOOL

Wholesale Women's Fashions

Up To 70% Off
Thursday, Friday September 1 & 2
HOURS: 9:00 A.M. until 7:00 P.M. Thursday
9:00 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Friday

HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM
Murray, KY
BUTTON DOWN DARK OXFORD SHIRTS
Visa &
Mastercard
Accepted

Long Sleeve. Front pocket with pleated back and
locker loop & button on back collar.
Colors: Kelley, Red, Navy, Black,
Royal & White. Reg. $22.00

$9.99

CHIC JEANS
by H.I.S.

17.99

Regular $31.00
NEW! Gloria
Jeans

Vanderbilt

Missy Sizes Regular $40.00

Dosigner

22.99

Fashion Crew & V Neck Sweaters
10 Colors

Reg $1800

s8.99

H.D. Lee Memory Stretch Jeans
Missy Reg $34 00

19.99

Dressy Silk Look) Polyester Blouses
Regular $2400 $3600

Levi Jeans, Super Straight ivhite patch
on
bock)& Red Tag 505 Levi's
Regular $28 00

Sosson Oxford Shirts
Regular S28.00

$18.99
'4.99

Bock to School Blouses, You Babes,
Susan
Adams & Others
Regular S16.00-$2400

$7.99-$11.99
Special: Famous Br. Corduroy Blazers
Fully Lined

Lord Isaccs Brand Dress Slacks
Regular $3400

$12.99

Saturday, Sept. 3rd Is Our Last Day So
If You Are Going To Get In On The
Bargains You'd Better Hurry! Watch
For Our Gigantic Out Of Business
Auction Sat. Sept. 10th.

Reg $5500

18.99

$22.99

NEW FASHION TWO-PIECE SUITS -To Wear Now"
Crepes Stripes & Tweeds 8 Diffcrcnt Styles Regular $68.00

$43.99
HOLIDAY INN BANQUET ROOM
MURRAY, KY.

After 86 Years
In Business
We're Closing Our
Doors For Ever.
All Remaining
Merchandise Will
Be Sold At

70% off

Cash or Check
Only
No Refunds
No Exchanges
All Sales Final

?07
2 off
STOREWIDE

-

-r '
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Rattlesnake community gets grant for water
GRAYSON, Ky. (AP)
- Rattlesnake Ridge
Water District plans
signup meetings Sept. 12
at the Rattlesnake Community Club, Sept. 13 at
Willard School and Sept.
15 at the Gregoryville
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Club for customers for a
55-mile water line to be

built in southern Carter
County.
The water district has
been awarded a grant
and a loan from the
Farmers Home Administration, but planning cannot be completed
until 550 customers have
signed up, said Joe Sisler,

2. Notice

engineer.

2. Notice

Among the areas served by the water line will
be Grayson Lake State
Park, Rattlesnake Ridge,
Cory, Three Pines Road,
Mountaintop, Mayhew
Flats, Huffs Run,
Willard, Stan Branch and
Smith Branch.

Have 5 minutes?
Call 759-4444 for
an inspirational
message to
brighten you day.
Children's tape
759-4445.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
1 Make lace
ACROSS
Answer to Previous Puzzle
1 Beverage
2 Guido s high
4 Extra
note
OUR
AWES
L
3 Priest's
9 Obtained
E
A
E
P
A 11A
12 Everyone
vestments
RAM
A T
VV
T E
13 Claw
4 Declares
y
SUE
00
14 Macaw
5 Advocate
A
A
15 Flap
6 Winglike
A L T E R
I.
0
16 Desert
7 Take
0
T E
dweller
unlawfully
A
01
L
Bridge term
0
8 Printer's
18 Hindu guitar
A
measure
E
20 Exclamation
9 Female
A
0
I.
21 Conjunction
colloq
FR
A
T
T E
23 Dr as wine
10 Anglo-Saxon
A
T
ERA
A
EM
Girl
s
24
name
money
RI DE
ODOR
_ IPvIET
28 Rootlike part 11 Scottish cap
30 One who
17 Footwear pl
defames
19 Exists
46 Speech
29 Mix
32 Unit of
20 Ancient
31 Collection of 47 Evil
Siamese
21 Armadillos
48 Time gone by
facts
currency pi
22 Mediter49 Precious
33 Breaks
34 Goal
ranean vessel
suddenly.
stone
35 Ms Teasdale 24 On and on
37 Resort
50 Deface
36 Put in again
25 Country of
52 Fish eggs
38 Young girls
39 Man s
Asia
53 Measure of
42 Note of
nickname
26 Caravansary
scale
weight
40 Mexican
27 Muse of
55 Army officer
45 Opera by
shawl
poetry
abbr
Verdi
4 1 Organ of
9 10 11 .
I
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
hearing
43 Maiden loved
1 12
13
14
by Zeus
44 Parent
15
16
17
colloq
18
19
20
45 Item of
property
21 22
23
24
25 26 27
47 Containers
'l 28
2
30
31
50 Unmarried
woman
132
35
34
51 Skill
i
54 Mature
36
38
39
55 Dipper
1 0
41
42
43
56 Game at
cards
Oil,
44
4
46
57 Benedictine
4
4
4
5
51 52 53 :
title
58 Servers
54
56
59 Range of
,5
58
knowledge
59

Jim Suiter & Jerry
Henry will be in our
showroom from 6:308:00 Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
Olds-Pont.-Cod.-Buick

Lyndia Cochran Dance
and Gymnastics Studio.
Register for fall
classes. Ages 4 and up.
Call 753-4647.

50% to
75% Off.
on all 14 Kt. Gold
chains, pendents,
earrings, diamond
rings, stone rings,
charms, emeralds,
rubies, and sapphires.
Ladies rings
$29.95 up. Men's
cluster 7 stone,
$59.95.

Gold &
Silver
Custom
Jewelers.
Olympic Plaza
Open 9-9 daily,
1-5 Sunday

GO FOR IT
THE FITNESS
STUDIO
OPENING
SEPT. 6th
offering day and
evening classes for
men and women in
beginning,
intermediate
advanced aerobic
workouts and
beginner Yoga.
Fay Thomas and
Martha Clark,
instructors and
owners. Rita
Paschall advanced
dance instructor
$3.00 class, take
as many classes as
you want for $6.00
a week. Retailing
Dance France
bodywear. Call
753-2784 or come
by for o class
schedule at
GO FOR IT,
THE FITNESS
STUDIO
Bel Air Center
S. 12th, Murray

AMVETS
POST #45
DANCE
Friday,
Saturday
9 p.m. to?
Sunday
7 p.m. to 11 p.m.
BandDixie Breeze
We will be open
Monday, Labor
Day from 1 p.m. to
1 a.m.

2. Notice
Buying standing tim
ber, white oak, red oak
and yellow pine veneer
Buyer John Wilkerson,
1 444 7822. Silvers
Veneer & Lumber, 365
Meachum Lane,
Paducah Ky 42001.

James
Antiques
641 South
Fine selection of antiques. Custom stripping. Expert Repairing
and Refinishing. Bross
cleaning. 20 yr. experience. Reasonable
rates.
492-8850
Mon.-Sat.

WANTED
5 HOMES
5 homeowners in the
general area will be given
the opportunity to have new
Coronado Stone applied to
their home, with optional
decorative work I siding,
trim, shutters, replacement
windows, storm windows
and doors ) at a very low
cost.
This amazing new stone
has captured the interest of
homeowners throughout the
United States who are fed up
with constant painting nd
It
other maintenance cos
provides insulation s
and winter, as well as fire
protection. Our new product
can be used on every type of
home, including frame.
aluminum, vinyl and steel
sided homes. Also concrete
block, asbestos, stucco, etc_
You have a choice of 11 different earth tones_ It is now
going to be introduced to the
Calloway County area. Your
home can be a show place in
the county, and we . will
make it worth your while if
we can use your home for
advertising. 100% bank
financing available with no
down payment. For an appointment with our professional exterior designer,
mail within 5 days name and
address to:

Name

BUT I STILL PAVE
OUTER OBNOXIOUSNESS!

State
Phone
Please give directions
Morning, Noon or Evening
NO OBLIGATION

3. Card of Thanks
MA,I DON'T WANT TO GO
TO SCHOOL-THE KIDS
HATE ME! THEY THROW

THINGS AT ME!
'

BUT YOU MUST

HE'S OUR NEW
PRINCIPAL

GO TO SCHOOL,
ALVIN!

GIVEN THE CHOICE., GARFIELD,
WOULD YOU RATHER BE
RICH OR FAMOUS?

YOU'RE TALKING TO A
CAT HERE, rELLA. ALL
I NEED IS A WARM
LAP, SOME GOOD
FOOD AND A LITTLE
ATTENTION

•c)

I'D RATHER
BE RICH

f
I

THAT
MUSIC
STINKS

you

WHAT PO
KNOW
ABOUT MUSIC?

LISSEN,I
PLAYED THE
1MV
TUBA )1
,
SCHOOL
BAND!

•Restoration work.

NOW OPEN
Hazel Auto Repair
has just opened in
downtown Hazel.
Offering complete
service on foreign and
domestic cars. An affiliation of Hazel Lawn
& Garden Ctr.
Hazel, Ky. 492-8147.

5. Lost and Found
Lost, chocolate brown
Labrador Call 7531294.
Reward offered

$20,000 per year. Working offshore oil drilling
and riverboats. Everything needed to start.
Mail three dollars to:
Offshore Publishing
P.O. Box 973 Murray,
Ky 42071.
Experienced tobacco
cutting. 753 8748,
OIL COMPANY
OPENING Offshore
rigs and refinery's. No
exp. $30,000 plus, a year.
For info. Call 312-9209675 Ext. 1774P. Also
open evenings.

Director of
MurrayCalloway
County
Hospital
Hospice program.
Must be mature.
B.S. degree in nursing preferred. Contact Personnel
Director MurrayCalloway Co.
Hosp. 803 Poplar

St. Murray, Ky.
42071. Phone 502753-5131.

Address
City

CARD OF THANKS
The family of
Emerson Hall
gratefully thank
Dr. Miller, Dr.
Blalock, Dr. Clark,
the nurses of the 3rd
floor, Sub Intensive
care unit and staff
of the Murray
Calloway County
Hospital for their
services.
The words of
comfort by Bro.
Small, Bro. Easley
and the music by
Dr. Steve Brown. A
special thanks to
the pallbearers and
to the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
for their well arranged service. The
kindness shown by
neighbors, friends,
relatives, Good
Shepherd Russell
Chapel and Mt.
Carmel Methodist
Churches for food,
flowers, visits and
cards.

The world's finest
technology in
microcomputers is
coming to Murray. If
you have a successful
background in computers or sales, we have
an opportunity for you.
FulL and part time
openings. Mail resume
and references to PO
Box 1040-K, Murray,
Ky. 42071 1.

10. Business Opportunity
Become a member of
the fantastic new
Yurika food family.
Ground floor multi
level. Chris Allen 898
2570, 442 9500

Couple would like to
purchase a business in
Murray Area. If you
are interested in selling (in strict confidence) reply to P.O.
Box 307, Murray, KY
42071.

Nice, fun one person
business, good location,
900d price. Phone 7533456 or 753-5402.
SALES-MONEY
........
1
MEN- WOMEN
(26 years or eider)
Help Enaretk Children,
onlkaited lewls, trevel,
work Mara & make 225,000
to $40,000 a year
co...tinkle. Call 800-5264175 or SO0-126-4826.

11. Instruction

ALEXANDER, I'LL
PAY YOU ONE
(DOLLAR IF YOU'LL
MOW THE LAWN--vil

OKAY. I'LL JUST WEAR
THE COAT. THE PANT5 AND
BOOTS ARE TOO TIGHT.

COUNT, HIS MAJESTY
LOVES THAT BOY. IF ANYTHING HAPPENS TO HIM,,
IT COALS, BE FATAL FOR
THE OW MAN

Note Of
Appreciation
The family of
Robert Wade
would like to express appreciation
to our many
friends for the
flowers, cards and
kindnesses shown
during his illness
and death.
A very special
thanks to Dr.
Richard Blalock,
the nurses and
staff on 2nd floor
at Murray
Calloway County
„Hospital and Bro.
Paul McAdoo.
Also many
thanks to Miller
Funeral Home,
South Pleasant
Grove choir and
other friends and
neighbors who
gave food; flowers
and cards. They
were appreciated
very much.
Sincerely, 6)
Robena Wade
Sisters and
Brothers

15. Articles for Sale

and. 10in
ag saw.
Sears
CARTER ST010
111 Call
300
MAIN
753 81911
p.m.

• Copy

6. Help Wanted

Box 5083
Evansville, Ind .47715

DOWN

2. Notice

Piano lessons given. I
have bachelor degree in
music education. Call
Suzanne Fern 762-6296.

13. For Sale or Trade
Six row Massey Ferguson corn header, also a
winch for jeep. 435-4593.

14. Want to Buy
Used

Mobile. Homes.

Morris Mobile Homes,
502-527-1362.
Wild Turkey whiskey
bottles empty. Call 4892
7
2
50
r
247-5222 collect.

15. Articles for Sale
10 Custom upholstered
dining chairs, 1 9x12
cabincraft custom area
rug, 1 glass top dining
room serving and storage cabinet, assorted
woven wood shades, top
quality excellent condition. 753-6717.
School desks $10. each.
Buchanan ••F eed
753-5378.
electric range 30
or 40 inch, used automatic washer 8 dryer,
used 'refrigerators and
two used air con-

dit1onert, vted office
chairs, used school desk
and chairs, used black
and while t.v. George
Hodge 8. Son 205 S. 5th,
753449.

Craftsman table
Never used. Also
3 1/2hp. go-cart.
753-9208 after 4

FOR SALE. New
shipment of desks,
chairs, and file
cabinets. Folding tables
and chairs. Van seats
and Computer tables.
ROSS & SONS SALV
AGE, Martin, TN 38237,
phone 901-587-2420.
Game table and 4 swivel
chairs, large size ant
ique pine dinnette set
with two leaves, maple
console black and white
Iv, 24" tv stand, all very
nice. Phone 753-3456 or
753-5402.
Large Jasper desk, 59 x
33 inch "no mar" top,
two pedestal, 6 drawers
with brass pulls - all
lock. Like new. Call
753-4146.
Large executive desk,
secretaries desk, 2 seater couch with matching
chairs, set of Conley
trick skis and wet suit.
753-4707.
Office furniture like
new. 5 drawer metal
desk with matching 4
drawer file, yellow.
753-7675 after 5 p.m.
Riding mower
International Harvester
Cadet 85. Excellent
condition, used very
little 5475. 753-7675 after
5 p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
40in. Frigerdaire electric range $50. Call
753-5065.
Brown plaid couch and
chair $125., pine coffee
and end table $100. Carl
753-3872.
General electric stove,
good condition. All
burners and oven work.
Call 436-2968.
Livingroom suite, never
used. See at 1614 Be
Imont or call 753-7285.
Twin beds and furniture
like new. 753-7909.

17. Vacuum Cleaners

KIRBY SALES
8, SERVICE
only factory authorized dealer in this area.
We repair all raccvms
no labor charges on
any cleaner. Full line
of new, used rid

rebuild cleaners.
Check es before you
bey. We will beet say
price around guaranteed. Check es
for all your cleaning
needs, Kirby, Filter
Oveent Elextrelex,
Hoover, Eureka, its.
Cell 759-4801 or
come by 401 Maple
St. South side Court
Square.

ELECTROLUX
SALES &
SERVICE
Only factory
authorized service
in the area. Let us
show you the
Silverado the
machine with the 5
year warranty. Call
753-3639 or 4436469 or come by
118 Riverio Ct.
/

24. Mis

Sewi
Spec i/
bankri
new
$99.95
Dealer
choose
6521 c
Dinner

Steel
casters
Sears
Olds C
LTD.
Ave.
Tandel
horse
2517.
Turbo
small I
offer.
spoke I
Call 75:
Two
doors,
doors. I
Weight
diet pl
poun
Satisfa
back. !
to: Di(
Murray

54

A
Enjo)
chani
TV.

In
Sc

1975 1
remod
ago, le
and s
things,
air, 12)
double
pen,
white
All on
nice s
753-0107
after 5 1
1979 A
bedroor
dishwa
dryer,
with SI
pump,
Price S'
1981 Ri
BR, 2

fyinish
central
electric

dition.
759-461(
Mobil
Eagle
BTU al
10x12
Good
conditic
Must
nished
best o
5750.
Used
Call 753

28. Mob

12x60
don Dil
Three
home I
pets.
$100, S
5361.
Two B
paid. C
Two I
near

Call 485

29. Hea

Used
We als
air cc
753-910.

30. Bus

22. Musical

Large

3/4 size Violin very nice
condition. 753-7675 after
5 p.m.
Bundy alto saxophone.
Like new. 753-3908.

Coldwa
paint
furnish
Cont
Roach,

24. Miscellaneous
Cast iron wood stove 2
eyes $60. 753-5550.
Dog, cat, birdhouses,
different sizes. Also
birdfeeders, walnut
picture frames, oak
butcher block table. See
at 1624 Olive or phone
753-1712.
Electric typewrite
- r excellent condition. Used
very little. $200.) Call
759-1048.
Kimball Acquarius Organ, 1963 Chevrolet
Nova SS. Very good

condition.. Can be seen
at Lot 7.1511 Shady Oaks.
King automatic wood
heater deluxe cabinet,
lift up cook, surface top,
brick lined- firebox, cast
iron doors and grates.
$2 4 9.9 9 Wallen
Hardware Paris.
One heavy duty truck
bumper, one step side
truck roll bar, one Red
Belly tractor mower
machine, one AM-FM
Chevrolet radio, one
pSears air conditioner
2200 units. Will do light
hauling. 753-8649.
Wampar bike, R-10 with
. tough wheels. 753-6078.
•Stabs end -Sawdust. Also
.50
$22:
s.:
2,4
144 2242
oricksa
tobacco
W ccotst
rick deliverell. A110
build plank fences. 4920979 after Sp.m.

We
T.V
Sir
Yea
Tel
MU

..,
'

r

.4.1;

•§*
•-

4711-.:7147.

••••

r.

0-

I
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Sewing Machine
Specials just bought
bankrupt stock brand
new machines only
$99.95 while they last
Dealers welcome. 29 to
choose from. Call 354
6521 or come by The
Dinner Bell.

9
t.

al
4
V.

er
nt
er

Ii

?e

)ri
e,
ii

er

re

0
V

0

Steel -leg set and
casters, assembled, for
Sears power tools, 1980
Olds Omega, 1977 Ford
LTD. See at 1666 Ryan
Ave.
Tandem axle 2 stall
horse trailer $1100. 7532517.
Turbo charging kit for
small block Chevy. Best
offer. Also chrome
spoke wheels for Chevy.
Call 753-8490.
Two crossbook storm
doors, other storm
doors. Phone 753-0315.
Weight-Watchers! Best
diet plan ever. Lose 10
pounds a week.
Satisfaction or money
back. Send three dollars
to: Diet Plan, Box 973,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

26. TV-Radio
SATE LUTE
ANTENNA
Enjoy over 100
channels on your
TV.
Installation
Sales-Service
We Finance!

Clayton's TV
753-7575
1975 12x60 ft. trailer,
remodeled one year
ago, leaving appliances
and several other
things, central heat and
air, 12x17 ft. work shop,
double concrete dog
pen, concrete walks,
white rock driveway.
All on one acre lot in
nice subdivision. Call
753-0107 before noon and
after 5 p.m.
1979 Mobile Home 3
bedroom, 2 full baths
dishwasher, washer &
dryer, concrete steps
with small porch, heat
pump, underpinned.
Price $13,000. 1-247-1546.
1981 River Oak , 14x70, 3
BR, 2 full baths, fully
fignished, high ceilings,
central heat and air, all
electric, excellent condition. Best offer. Call
759-4610.
Mobile home 12x6
Eagle with new 18000
BTU air conditioner and
10x12 storage building.
Good location perfect
condition. 753-4364.
Must sell* 12x48 furnished trailer. $1900 or
best offer. Phone 7535750.
Used Mobile Homes
Call 753-0611.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
NIL

12x60 2 BR. See Brandon Dill at Dills Tr. Ct.
Three bedroom mobile
home Keniana Subd. No
pets. Security deposit
$100, $110 monthly.
4365.
Two BR trailer. Water
paid. Call 753-2850.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Call 489-2611.

29, Heating-Cooling

5

Used air conditioners
We also repair and buy
air conditioners. Call
753-9104.

30. Business Rentals

ice
ter

ne

2

es,
Is°
t
ak

2ne

exsed
:all

Orlet
2od
een

Large body shop in
Coldwater for rent. 2
paint booths, water
furnished, on city gas.
Contact Kenneth
Roach, 753-8498.

DAIL

0ith

11S0
2.'
2.50
110
092-

2 BR apartment near
downtown Murray. Call
753 4109 or 762-6650.
One bedroom un
furnished with ap
pliances $175. a month
1908-B Greenbrier. 753
1337 after 5 p.m.

33. Rooms for Rent
Girls rooms for rent. 1
block from University
Call 753 1812 or 759-9580

34. Houses for Rent
2 BR, 3 miles out on
6415. Available now.
753-6963 or 753-0430.
8 3/4 interest, $2,000
down.
One acre or 9
room, 2 bath, 307 North
7th. 436-5489 or 901-6425244.
Brick house on Old 641,
1/2 mile south of Almo
Heights. 3 BR, dining
room, kitchen, den,
carport. $200 monthly,
$500 deposit. 753-5618.
Large country home,
large living room, 3
---15edrooms, 1 large bath,
basement with shower,
den and living room
combination, kitchen
with built-ins, utility
room. 3 miles East of
Almo on Hwy 464. Show
house Friday Aug 26th
and Sat Aug 27th.
753-4401.

23 Holstein cows. 7535927.
Horses boarded, stalls
and pasture space
available. $20. per
month. 753-3010, 7599360.

38. Pets-Supplies
Free kittens. Call 4928730.
Pegs Parlor all breed
dog grooming 9 to 4 p.m.
7 5 3 - 2 9 1 5 Peggy
Gardner

41. Public Sale

Garage
Sale
Sot., Sept. 3
No sales before 8
a.m. Everything
from a Car and appliances to
trinkets. 813 N.
18th St.

5-PARTY
YARD SALE
Fri., Sept. 2, Sat.,
Sept. 3 8-5. Old,
new, used, and
junk. Lots of
clothes, good
deals. Come look.
Burkeen Grocery E
94.
•

YARD SALE
Fri., Sat. 8-4 p.m.
907 Vine St.
Lots of good men,
women, childrens
clothes, toys,
glassware, lots of
odds and ends.
Cancelled if rain.
•

Saver
Closed
Yesterday
12.00
°petted Todiry 12.25
.25
Up

Compliments of

GOLD & SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS
OLYMPIC PLAZA

We buy Gold
and Diamonds
Hours. 108
12-5 Sunday.

Silver
Daily,

-opir
•„„
• jir,
as • Iv.
r

•

i.P:r11%6••

We Service All Brands Of
TV's. Bobby Wilson Our
Service Manager Has 26
Years Experience In Servicing
Televisions,
MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
vow General Electric Dealer In mann,
AVT MAIM %Mil

41. Public Sale

32. Apts. For Rent

ER PRI ES

I

Gold
Closed
Yesterday
414.00
Opened Tetley 416.50
Op
2.50

od
let,
'op,
ast
tes
en

uck
ide
Zed
ver
FM
one
Per
ight

I

30. Business Rentals
Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

37. Livestock-Supplies

27, Mobile Home Sales

w:•••

v•-•••-•0-

• -•

thy.. Ltutficrt• tnir.N, I hursday. September!
1983

X.111•Aelbli
24. Miscellaneous

-
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M3IE
43. Real Estate

46. Homes for Sale

3r,
53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

ASSUMABLE LOAN!'
This charming three 1970 Buick, $150 or best
bedroom brick is just offer. Can be seen at No.
Purdom & Thurman
WEEK-END
waiting to be occupied 2
0
Insurance &
by a growing family. Hale's Tr. Pk.
YARD SALE
Real Estate
It's just now on the 1971
Buick Le Sabre
A house has been
market and owner is
Southside Court Sq.
$350. May call after 6
leaving
town.
It
is
emptied and we have
Murray, Kentucky
p.m evenings or anylocated in the Southwest
time on weekends, 753for sale small appls.,
753-4451
School District but has 6958.
elec. hand tools, lawn
city water and cablevi
sion. Call your realtor 1972 VW Super Beetle
turn., stainless flatLike Colonial houses? at Century 21 Loretta runs good equipped for
ware, dishes, glasses,
This new listing has it Jobs Realtors 753 1492 a/c needs body work
$1100. 753-7675 after 5
Revere Ware, matall. Extra large family today.
P-m•
tress and box spring, room, playroom for the
children, super kitchen Before school gets in
needlework, baskets
With breakfast area, swing check out the
and much much more.
pretty stairway and home at 1605 Hamilton 50. Used Trucks
foyer with formal living Ideal location for the 1965
1 00 3
Westgate
Ford 2 ton dump
room, a guest bedroom University student or truck. Grain
Gatesbero on the cirbed, good
on 1st floor, 3 bedrooms teacher. Three be- tires. $1000.
Buchanan
cle. Sat., Sun., Mon.
upstairs. Economical drooms, range, re- Feed 753-5378.
9-4 p.m.
heating and cooling frigerator, storm doors
with 2 heat pumps and and windows, carpet, 1971 Chevrolet long
No early birds please.
located in Canterbury. basement. Good, solid wide bed V-8 standard
Great assumable loan home for only shift, $925. Call 753-6559
at 12 1/4 percent fixed $28,000.00. Roberts after 5 p.m. or on
weekends.
rate. Call KOPPERUD Realty, 753-1651
1972 CJ -5 Jeep. After 6
REALTY,753-1222,
Comfortable 3 BR brick p.m. phone 435-4499.
with carport and 8x10 1979 Bronco Ranger
•
storage room. Large XLT, ps/pb, air, cruise,
STROM
Sat., Sept. 3
kitchen, living room, tilt, AM FM tape, 40
REALTY
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
bath and ahalf, utility channel CB. Michelins,
room. Central heat and more extras. 30,000
1205 Mimosa Lone
LOU Ann Itliilpot
753-6113
air on approximately 1 actual miles, like new.
Way•00 Wilson
753-5056
1/2 acres. 3 miles from 247-1535.
Jo* L. Kennon
436-5676
town. City water. For
Recliner, children's
1112
Coldwater
Reed
appointment call 753 51. Campers
winter clothes, books,
Duffey, Kentecky 42071
8289
record players, play kit1973 Dodge Tioga 20ft.
(502)73-0116
chen, toys, camera, kitmotor home. Sleeps 6,
Anytime
chen ceiling light, and
47.
self-contained, clean.
Motorcycles
KENNON
JOEL.
MORE!
$3500. 436-5510.
Broker
1977 Honda 750 Chopper
Motor home, cruise, air,
Licensed & Untied
good condition $1000
Trade or best offer. 26ft., roof air, genera
tor, storage pod, 17,000
• Duplex Very nice, two 474-2342.
miles, excellent condibedrooms each side, 1978
Suzuki GS-750. New tion $11,900, 436-2181,
stove, refrigerator and tires,
new fork seals,
dishwasher. Central heavy
duty clutch and 52. Boats-Motors
heat and air, large lot,
more $1000. Call Brian
shade, storage building. 753-9030.
16ft. Glastron tri-hull
1517 Johnson
Phone 753-3456 or 7531978 Yamaha 650 ski boat. 55hp Evinrude
5402.
Blvd.
Special. Low mileage, with walk-through
windshield. Call 759Fri., Sat.
good condition, like
9698.
new. 753-8594.
17ft. Mark Twain 140
1979 Honda 750. 436-5519,
in/outboard. Call before
Dishes, clothes, 1
1980 Honda 3 wheeler 3 p.m. 354-8605.
excellent condition. 753new tire ond anti1971 15 1/2ft. Mark
Appointments made 7457.
que ironing board.
Twain with 65hp Merfor your convenience. 1980 Yamaha Exciter cury
and trailer. ExcelFull time sales SR 250G. Excellent lent shape inside and
condition. 950 miles. out. 753-6616.
associates evening
Asking $675. 759-1577„
`-`
1979 15ft, bass boat and
phones.
1983 Yamaha 175 3 trailer, 60hp motor,
Amos McCarty ... 753-1219 wheeler like new $750. trolling motor,
2 depth
Theresa Keiglit . . 153-7721 753-3471.
finders, 1 fish locator, 2
loyce Betsworth.. 753-43N 49. Used Cars
gas tanks, and tarp.
$3000. Call 753-0107 or
94 East the last
Cry Spann
753-2587
1956 Red Chevrolet car, 753-5116.
store on left before
Anna Requarth
753-2177 2 door,
350 engine, 4 40hp Johnson outboard
State Park at
[poise Baker.
/53-249 speed, white letter tires, excellent condition,
Aurora. Furniture,
chrome wheels, traction used very little $575.
lames Crete
753-6391
bars, dual exhaust, 753-7675 after 5 p.m.
753-5725
macrame, wild
Preetice Brie
excellent body condi- Bass boat and trailer,
flower artion. Call 753-0107 before trolling motor, depth
This older duplex has an
rangements, lots of
noon or after 5 p.m.
finder, 60hp Evinrude,
income of $325.00 a
clothes. Fri. and
Recently_ re- 1973 Cadillac Coupe de power tilt. 436-2802. '
month
Sot.
wired. Priced right at Ville, excellent condi- Trailerable hOuseboat
only $25,000. Call tion. $950. Call 753-8124.
Youkon Delta, 26ft.
KOPPERUD REALTY, 1973 Ford Pinto wagon. fiberglas hull, valvo
753-1222 and make an Engine needs some in/outboard, flybridge,
offer.
repair. Asking $350 gas range and furnace,
must sell. Call 436-2504 sleeps 4. Many extras
including tandom
after 5 p.m.
1.11.1.1111” C 1,011. -Ol11.0
,
V C
21
/
2 miles south of
Um.
Pat lv•
uple
1974 Country Squire trailer $8500. Call 527PIN SOZ, 79,11,•6 Neap
station wagon. See at 1348 or 362-4978 at
Murray on 121.
Morre's Marine.
1614 Belmont or call
304 N. 12th, Murray, 753-7285,
Clothing (women,
53. Services Offered
Ky.
children, maternity
1976 Cadillac Coupe
Sales Associates, Deville. Excellent con- Air conditioners,
and nice mens
washers, dryers,
dition $2600. 436-5869,
Evening Phones
suits), set of used
freezers and re1976
Ford,
Gran
Torino
tires, 2 wheel
station wagon, yellow frigerators repaired.
Nies lid 753-3514.
trailer, furniture,
Residential and com
with
wood grain, ps/pb,
Robity Holey- 411-2266.
other misc. items.
air, roof rack, extra merical. Call Sure-Fix,
Rey R
- 753-2437
759-1322.
nice $1350. Call 753-6559
Fri., Sat.
Our interest in you after
Appliance repair work
5 or weekends.
all brands. Specialize in
1977 Buick Riveria.
pays off.
Tappen. Call 753-5341 or
Sunroof, AM -FM 8 01•1•1•• of C
twilerises.
354-6956. Earl Lovett.
track, engine just re
built, ps/pb, best offer.
4
44. Lots for Sale
759-4610.
Altai=
Service
Cs.
1 acre land, septic 1978 Trans Am, red,
Sat., Sept. 3 North 16th
Almelo@ aid vieyl
water and electric, new tires, t -tops,
Ext. across from North
sid
30x60 cement founda- loaded,$4000. 753-7521.
iii. Cestee trim work.
Farm Complex. Queen
tion and slab. Cash or 1979 El Camino
Reteresces, Call Will El
size bed, 2 piece vinyl
land contract. $6,000. 753-6520.
Bailey, 7531619.
couch, standard 8
Call 436-2262.
1981 Olds Delta 88
milometer movie
Royale by owner. 4
46. Homes for Sale
camera set, 2 bar
door, gold color, ps/pb, APPLIANCE SER
stools. Sew riding
air, tilt wheel, cruise, VICE. Kenmore,
REDUCED TO $19,000!
mower, toyit lathes,
Located in city at 415 AM-FM, power seats, Westinghouse,
15 cord auto hap. 753south 9th Street, fully diesel. Excellent condi- Whirlpool. 21 years
1310.
carpeted, 3 bedroom, 1 tion, still in warranty. experience. Parts and
Service. Bobby Hopper
bath, living room and 753-7419 after 5 p.m.
dining room plus 1983 Pontiac Gran Prix Bob's Appliance Serequipped kitchen and 2 door, maroon exterior vice 202 S. 5th St.
washer and dryer with grayish half top, 753-4872, 753-8886
hookup. Paved drive gray velour interior, (home).
with one car detached cassette stereo, 6 Air Conditioner- Central
garage. Large back cylinder, wire hubcaps, air,- Refrigeration, 24
Fri. Sept. 2. 8-3
yard. Immediate occu- extra nice. Call 753-0107 hour service and repair,
p.m. Come one, pancy. Call Spann before noon or after 5 Reasonable rates, 434.5536.
come all. Realty Associates, Inc. p.m.
753-7724.
Something for
Roominess and quality
everyone. B-3
describe this three beCoach Estates.
droom, three bath home
on a lovely wooded lot.
Nex t to
Sat. Sept. 3rd 10 a.m.
Three car carport,
Canterbury. abundant
Hermann Home 7 mile East
Allen
The
At
storage, and
Cancelled if rain.
large backyard patio
of Murray, Ky. on Hwy. 280. Pottertown
add to the appeal of thif
community.
comfortable residence.
Mr. Hormann is a retired carpenter and
Priced in the 580's. Call
will sell a large lot of nice tools and
KOPPERUD REALTY,
43. Real Estate
equipment, some nice furniture, lots of
753-1222.
OWNER URGES OFnice items. Extra nice 15 ft. Bomber Bass
FERS - Here is your .Three Bedroom Brick,
Boat loaded with all extras, 60 h.p.
chance to buy SIX acres maple trees, on 1 1/2
with 30 x 40 building acre. 1 1/2 bath, outEvinrude motor in perfect condition with
with adjacent well plus building. Five miles
power tilt, nice trolling motor, nice Bass
approximately 2,000 North of Murray. Call
Demon trailer, 225 amp Lincoln welder,
pines planted three 753-6911.
10" radial arm saw, wet-dry shop vac,like
years ciao. Call Century Three bedroom brick,
21 Loretta Jobs Real- full basement 3000 sq.
new 10 ft. metal braker, paint sprayer,
tors today at 753-1492 to ft. near parks, stores,
C.B. antennas, chains, tool boxes, drills,
get more details on this university, 539,500. 753
buffers, grinder, routers, hand
sanders,
TREMENDOUS buy.
9930 or 753-7231.

YARD SALE

01130

GARAGE
SALE

elUm
el

5-PARTY
YARD SALE

YARD SALE

YARD SALE

2-PARTY
YARD SALE

AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE
Enjoy the charm of country living close to
town. Thee* bedrooms, two bath home is
beautifully decorated and has lots of
convenient built-ins. Economical' wood
stove in family area. Reduced to $28,000.
Phone

Kopperud Realty
153-1222

saws, hammers, chisels, extra large lot of
wrenches of all kinds, air tanks, truck tool
boxes, heaters, fans, gas furnace, saw
horses, garden tools, shelf brackets,
ladders, ladder jacks, numerous antique
tools. Lots of miscellaneous items. Also
nice 10 week old Siberian Husky puppies,
like new love seat, platform rocker, other
furniture, oak patio settee, extra nice oak
8 gun cabinet with storage drawers
underneath, deep fryer, corn popper,
pressure cooker. Lots more. For
information call

Otto Chester's Auction Service
435-4128 Lynn Grove, Ky.

•• •

•

53. Services Offered

53. Services Offered

Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by Custom bushhogging
Call 474 8091
Sears
For free es
timates call 753 2310.
INTERIOR
Bob's Home Improve- LEE'S CARPET
EXTERIOR
CLEANING.
Murray's
ment and General Con
PAINTING
tracting 20 years ex only professional Car
Company
perience, additions, pet Cleaning
carpentry, painting, with over 12 years
WALLPAPERING
concrete work, continuous local service
aluminum awnings and using the most powerful
cleaning system made.
JIM DAY
trailer skirting. Wall
Hundreds of satisfied
papering done by Paper
Painting
repeat customers.
Dolls paper hanging.
Licensed and Insured
Call 753 4501 after 5 pm.
753-3716
We move the furniture
Bull dozing and backhoe free. Free estimates, 24
work. Call 437 4533 hour service, 753'5827
*
*
days, after 8:00p.m
Small Engine Shop Cal
35/-8161.
7 5 3 4 5 9 0 or 1 0 0
Concrete -Block and 1 Mobile Home Anchors,
Glendale Murray
brick work. Large or
underpinning, roofs
Fire Wood Seasoned oak
small lobs, garages,
tooled, aluminum
tree trim
basements, foun
ming and removing
patio awnings, single
dations. 753-5476.
hedges and shrubs
and double carports.
Free estimates
JACK GLOVER
753-5476
753)873
Tree work
Complete
removal and trimming
Licensed electrician for
experienced, reasona
residential and com
7 5 3 021
INDUSTRIAL
mercial. Heating and b le rates
evenings
air condition, gas in
SANDBLASTING
stallation and repair
any six. item, on the job
Phone 753-7203.
Aluminum and Vinyl
or in our yard. Painting
Need a sign painted?
interior & •xterior.
siding and Aluminum
Give us a call. Corn
Sheistrock finishing
mercial lettering and
trim for all houses. It
textured ceilings.
designs. Free es
stops painting.
timates. Boat lettering
Ralph Worley
Jack Glover
is our specialty.
759-1050
753-1873
753-0631

PAINTING

Carpentry- Remodeling and addition work.
Also general home repair. No job too large or
too small. 753-1654.
Coal- egg lump or
stoker. Call 502-797-8318
or write Ed !pock,
Rte 1, Dawson Springs,
Ky 42408.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Nights and
answering service 4742276 or days 753-6971

Early Bird
Discount 10%
Roof Problems?

second opinion.
Free Estimates. Ix•
cellent references.
Call
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135
•
Get a

Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care
753-0338.
RV Service & Repair
Propane Carberation
Installation & Service
Harmon & Malone Call
436-5353.
Remodeling. Complete
remodeling from
ground to rooftop. Certified Andersen Concept
IV contractor. 753-0790,
492-8183, 436-2107.
Home and barn repair,
Low, Low Rates•
carpentry, siding, roofSatisfied References•
ing, plumbing. No job to
Free Estimates.
big or small. Also I
759-1983
would like barns or
houses to tear down for
lumber. 759-1219.

Custom HiBoy
Spraying
753-4095

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

For tour Hauling
Needs - Sawdust,
Lime, White Rock,
Grain.
Call 492-8425
or 492-8485
Ken Lake Appliance
Service - Refrigerators, Air Conditioning Service On All
Makes. Call 753-8505.

WET BASEMENT? WE,
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt 1, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442-7026
W & W Sanitation
Service. Pickup once a
week, $5.50 monthly .
Also do hauling. Call
759-1050.

ROSS
ROOFING
All types roofing,
local references. Free
Estimates. All work
guaranteed. Days
753-6581, nights
759-1859.
Will do plumbing, air
conditioning, painting,
carpentry and hauling
Also concrete work
753-2211 or 753-9600.
Will haul white rock
sand, lime, rip rap and

masonary sand, coa;

Call Roger Hudson 753
4545,

T.L.C. Maid Service
Carpets steam cleaned, windows
washed inside and out. Walls,
ceiling, woodwork washed.

Tender Loving Care
Free Estimates
759-9754

759-1834
Bonded, Local and Mature.

Labor Day
Auction Sale
Monday, Sept. 5th at 10 a.m. at the Auction Barn north of Lynn
Grove on Highway 893. See auction signs on Highway 121 and
Highway 94. Furniture will sell at 1 o'clock.
Will sell oak high back beds,fancy walnut bed, nice old kitchen
side boards with flour and meal bins, 6-walnut dining chairs,
wood ice box,cedar wardrobe, white French Provencial bedroom
suite, stove and refrigerator, washer, dryer, couch and chair.
table and chairs, some old glass and china. Many more items not
listed. Will be an all day sale. Sale held rain or shine. Not
responsible for accident. Lunch available. For more information
and your auction needs call 435-4144. Lynn Grove,Ky.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer
Licensed & Bonded In Ky. & Tenn.
My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays

Estate Auction
Auction Sale Saturday Sept. 3rd at 10 a.m. at the late Mr.
and Mrs. J. R. McNutt home at 1618 Olive St. in Murray, Ky.
Will sell 2 bedroom suites, old fancy bedroom suite, bed has
curved foot board, 4 twin metal beds, odd chest, 2-old library
tables, vanity lamps, unusual floor lamp, couch and chair, end
tables, recliner, wood school desk, T.V., radio, nice large bevil
edge mirror, foot locker, luggage, electric fan, electric heaters,
nice desk and chair, old rocker,straight chairs, book shelves, old
magazine rack, Kirby vacuum cleaner, old clock, small chest
type deepfreeze, electric stove and refrigerator, breakfast set,
metal cabinets, many pots and pans, some old glass and china.
old churn. Many other items not listed. Sale will be1hel4 rain or
shine. Not responsible for accidents: Lunch available.

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

•
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Violence occurs at Aquino's funeral

•

MANILA, Philippines what they believe was
API — A student was government involvement
killed by gunfire and 18 in the killing of Aquino,
people were injured as who was Marcos' chief
hundreds of youths hurl- political rival.
ed rocks, bottles and
The government has
homemade grenades at
any role in the killdenied
police after the funeral of
Aquino, who was
of
ing
slain opposition leader
shot as he stepped off an
Benign° Aquino.
airliner at Manila's airThe first political port to end three year's
violence since Aquino's voluntary exile in the
Aug. 21 assassination United States. Airport
erupted near the security guards gunned
presidential palace down a man authorities
Wednesday night, about say was a "hired gun"
the same time that who killed Aquino.
thousands of mourners
Police investigators
gathered to witness
Aquino's burial after an identified the youth killed
11-hour funeral parade in the rioting as Karim
that attracted an Dimacuta, 23, a Moslem
estimated one million student. He was shot once
and died en route to a
onlookers.
hospital. Police said they
The street battles
tapered off after midnight. and the area was
quiet today. Schools and
shops were open, riot
police had withdrawn,
and police outposts near
the palace were at normal strength.
The clash was centered
near the Mendiola
Bridge, about two blocks
from President Ferdinand E. Marcos'
Malacanang Palace and
the same site where three
students were killed in
riots after Marcos' election to a second term in
1970.
The street clash began
with a "noise barrage"
staged in various parts of
the city by youths who
banged on pans and tossed firecrackers to protest

•

do not know who fired the
shot. The riot apparently involved neighborhood
youths and students from
some of the 11 universities and colleges within
a mile's radius of the
palace in central Manila.
Riot police with shields,
truncheons, and water
cannons, backed up by
Philippine Constabulary
troops, sealed off streets
leading to the palace, and
diverted most traffic
from the troubled area.
Tire burnings and other
minor disturbances were
reported at other scattered locations around
Manila as the 10-day
mourning period for
Aquino ended with his interment.

Jim Suiter

Mary Watson

I.

, )er61/mid
now...
The
Fall Bribe

K8K STUMP
REMOVAL

Peggy Carraway

Register Your
- Selections
at
\ FURCHES
\JEW ELERS

Doris Paradise

•

We con remove stumps up
to 24 below the orourd
435 4343 o. 435-4319

113 S. 4th
\753-2835

N•1 551,1 .153
,
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Bennie Jackson

HOURS TO
SERVE YOU
Mon.-Fri. 7-6
Sot. 7-2

SOO S. 4th 753-6450

Door & Paint

SALE!

'Interior Doors
'Screen Doors

*Garage Doors
*Exterior Doors

Sonny Coy

Our
People
Make Us
Number 1
The Purdom Motorsfamily hasgrown
over the past year and we are
proud of our new members.
We are all here to serve you,
our customers. We feel that the
sale ofa new or used car
isjust the beginning of our
relationship with our customers.
We realize to keep you as a
customer we have to give you
the service you expect and deserve.
We have doubled ourservice
technicians and are continually
training them through our GM
Training Center in Memphis. We have
added new equipment and expanded
our service and partsfacility to better
accommodate ourservice customers.
The factsshow we are Number I
in new car registrations in Calloway
County and we think we are
number one in service.
We will continue to make "Satisfied
Customers our main concern.'7

*French Doors
*Steel Doors

orierlfART)

Don Bazzell

Porter Paint Sale

10% offall remaining
full size 83Models
7% offallremaining
smallsize 83models
10.9% A.P.R. Financing
On Some Models

Exterior House
Interior Wall
Best Prices In
Point95 Rickman Norsworthy
00
;)(lni
i
History
From
From /
Kenny Gollimore
a.

Settle-Workman s
End of Month/Back-To-School Sale
Butch Gollimore

Suits
20% .50%
All

All Wits kw Fall

gross!Canal
Rich Henley

Purdom
Motors
ncorporated
Oldsmobile-PontiacCadillac-Buick

All kis I lays

1406 West Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
753-531S
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Dan Fain
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